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3M Collision Repair Products Deliver Quality,
Efficiency for Lexus Dealership Shops

Quality and efficiency are the most
important things a busy shop can de-
mand from the products and materi-
als utilized in collision repair. 

This is especially true at Lexus of
Pembroke Pines in Florida and Lexus
of North Miami, where Brian Martin
has served as Director of Auto Colli-
sion for more than a decade. Both
high-volume shops use a wide vari-
ety of 3M collision repair products
and solutions because “they allow us
to get the job done right the first time,”
Martin explained.

The 35,000-square-foot repair fa-
cility at the Lexus of Pembroke Pines
dealership is owned by the Craig
Zinn Automotive Group, and repairs
an average of 350 vehicles each
month. Martin also serves as Colli-
sion Director of Craig Zinn Automo-
tive Group’s North Miami Lexus body
shop, a 45,000-square-foot facility
that repairs around 275 vehicles
each month. Combined, the shops
generate $1.8 million monthly. The
two shops employ nearly 200 colli-
sion professionals, and all of Martin’s
technicians operate at over 150 per-
cent efficiency. Martin largely attrib-
utes this productivity to the use of 3M
collision repair products throughout
the shops.

In addition to abrasives, seam
sealers and safety equipment, Lexus
of Pembroke Pines and Lexus of
North Miami use 3M™ Cubitron™ II
abrasives and top-of-the line 3M™

Platinum™ Select body filler. Their de-
tail department uses Meguiar’s prod-
ucts, eliminating many labor hours
and increasing profitability because
the metering system saves time and
prevents mixing errors. Recently, the
shop converted to the 3M™ PPS™ Se-
ries 2.0 Spray Cup System, which
features a new lid-locking system that
makes for easier cup assembly and
has a new hard cup included in every
lid and liner kit.

“Our distributor always recom-
mends 3M collision repair products,
and I wouldn’t use any other brand,”
Martin said. “In addition to offering the
best-functioning products, 3M pro-
vides training and support for all of
their products, processes and proce-
dures to ensure we’re maximizing
their potential as well as our team’s
productivity and profitability.

“3M often calls on us to pilot new
products, and we always appreciate

the opportunity because 3M stays on
the cutting edge and continually im-
proves the products on the market to
offer the best quality and efficiency
imaginable. Implementing their new
products is very simple because of
the support that 3M provides when
they roll out something new.”

This relationship is important be-
cause customer service is an area in
which both of these Lexus dealership
shops pride themselves. 

Martin shared, “We believe we’re
in the hospitality industry, not just the
automotive industry. We’re here to
make sure our customers are well
cared for. A collision is the lowest
point of vehicle ownership, so we
need to take care of the customer as
much as we take care of their car and
focus on treating them better than
they’ve ever been treated in the past.”

Lexus of Pembroke Pines and
Lexus of North Miami extend their
focus on customer service to include
an emphasis on community involve-
ment. The shops sponsor a number
of local sports teams and “adopted”
10 children for Christmas through His
House, a Catholic ministry. Shop em-
ployees also run in the annual ANF
Tour de Broward, which benefits the
Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital.

The shops also watch out for the
environment, exceeding all EPA re-
quirements and “constantly seeking
improvements as we expand,” Martin
explained. 

Lexus of Pembroke Pines and
Lexus of North Miami also put a lot of
emphasis on proper repairs based on
OEM specifications, rather than in-
surer recommendations. The shops
consistently appear in the upper
ranking of Lexus-certified collision
centers, and they are also I-CAR
Gold-certified. The shops have also
received OEM certifications through
Honda/Acura, Nissan, Infiniti and

several other manufacturers. Their
technicians also receive extensive
training and are all certified through
ASE, Lexus, Toyota and I-CAR. 

Lexus of Pembroke Pines partic-
ipates in one direct repair program,
while Lexus of North Miami partici-
pates in two programs. The shops
spray with Axalta Standox paints due
to the high humidity in their state.

Martin understands that repairing
vehicles to the manufacturers’ stan-
dards is imperative because “the fu-
ture holds more OEM involvement
as the cars being produced are in-
creasingly complex. This has led to
the collision repair industry receiving
more support from the OEMs as they
encourage safe repairs to [bring the
car back to its] pre-loss condition. I’m
hopeful that insurance companies
will follow their example in the near
future.”

In the meantime, 3M helps sup-
port shops wanting to do the right
thing for the consumer through its
CRiMP program. The program allows
Lexus of Pembroke Pines and Lexus
of North Miami to document the prod-
ucts used to make proper repairs so
that they can be reimbursed by in-
surance companies. The program
provides information about why cer-
tain procedures are necessary, show-
ing the company’s support for safe
and proper repairs. 

Martin shared, “We never have
product failure with our 3M materials.
They are high quality and allow us to
be extremely efficient in all of our re-
pairs. I’ve used 3M my entire career
because of how effective their prod-
ucts are and because of the great
support they provide—our local sup-
port team does a great job providing
whatever product training we need.
Our team members love 3M’s prod-
ucts and prefer them over everything
else on the market!”

Lexus of Pembroke Pines and
Lexus of North Miami both utilize
a wide variety of 3M products, 
including abrasives, seam sealers
and safety equipment.

Technician Roberto Trejo utilizes 3M’s new PPS 2.0 system to make
his job easier every day.

Lexus of North Miami produces a
vast quantity of repairs. Collision
Director Brian Martin largely
credits his team members’  
productivity to the use of 3M 
products.

by Autobody News Staff Lexus of Pembroke Pines
Location: Pembroke Pines, FL
(954) 379-8712
www.lexusofpembrokepines.com

Lexus of North Miami
Location: North Miami, FL
(305) 372-1400
www.lexusofnorthmiami.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 200

In Business Since: 1998

Number of Locations: Two

DRP Programs: One

Combined Production Space:
80,000 square feet

3M
3M Automotive Aftermarket Division
St. Paul, MN 55144
(877) 666-2277
3mcollision.com
Dale Ross
Daross1@mmm.com
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Great Neck Collision Enjoys Mix of Classic Values,
Modern Technology With Accudraft Italia Booth

Great Neck Collision has been lo-
cated in the incorporated village of
Great Neck, NY, since 1993, but
both the owner and the shop itself
have much more extensive histo-
ries in the collision repair industry. 
Anthony Marchetti, owner of

Great Neck Collision, has been re-
pairing cars for more than 50
years—since he was just 17 years
old. His shop originated as part of
Lamont Cadillac in 1927, according
to Marchetti.

Marchetti’s father managed a
shop in Jamaica.

Marchetti recalled, “As a kid, I
didn’t want to go to high school—I
wanted to work. So my dad took
me to the shop, introduced me to
his two tough managers, and told
them to teach me the business
from the bottom. They started me
out cleaning the bathroom.”

As an adult, Marchetti worked at
his brother’s shop, Carriage House
Collision, in Flushing, but dreamed
of owning his own shop. In fact, he
once stood on the corner of Middle
Neck Road and Elm Street, thinking
he’d “love to own this shop,” he said.

“That was in the 1970s, 20
years before it was available for
sale. When the opportunity for this
shop came up, I pounced on it!” 

Great Neck Collision is a small
6,500-square-foot shop that em-
ploys six collision repair profession-
als and repairs an average of 40
vehicles each month. They spray
with Spies Hecker and utilize a va-
riety of equipment, including an Ac-
cudraft Italia downdraft spray booth.

With all the changes in technol-
ogy, Marchetti realized he needed to
upgrade his paint booth five years
ago.

“Before, we had an antique
booth from the 1960s,” he said. “It
wasn’t even heated. We shopped
around and found that the Accud-
raft booth offered the best value for
the money. It’s a high-quality booth
and there’s just no comparison.
We saw a huge improvement right
away; it was like night and day.

“The Accudraft Italia booth al-
lows us to cut out all the wet sand-
ing and polishing, saving us at least
two hours on the average job, but
it’s important to bring the car in

clean for optimal improvements
and performance. We also save
labor costs because of the time
savings. The booth also recycles
the heat, so it saves a lot of energy
and is ridiculously reasonable to
run cost-wise. At the height of win-
ter, we spend no more than $300 in
gas for the booth.”

Training was not really neces-
sary for the booth because it’s so
easy to use. 

“It’s very simple,” Marchetti
said. “You just hit a button for each
function, but if you have a problem,
support is just a phone call away.
We actually bought the booth from
a distributor but started using Ac-
cudraft North America directly be-
cause their client service is so
excellent. I was really impressed
when they recalled a defective part
a year after I bought it. I hadn’t had
any problems yet, and they made
sure to replace it before I did!”

Marchetti recommends buying
filters from Accudraft directly be-
cause “the aftermarket filters don’t
fit right and are only cents cheaper.
Also, we booth-wrap twice a year to
keep things cleaner, and it’s impor-
tant to remember that a quality 
installation is imperative.”

Founded in 1977 by Guy Pippa,
family-owned-and-operated Accud-
raft boasts a strong reputation for
durability, performance and product
support. The organization is now
run by Pippa’s three children:
Guido Pippa, Giovanna Helton
and Lorena Markov. With manu-
facturing in New Jersey and Italy,
Accudraft paint booths use extrac-
tion fans and specialized ventila-
tion systems to remove chemical
fumes, dust particles, overspray

and other contamination while si-
multaneously regulating tempera-
ture and humidity for proper paint
application.

Marchetti’s shop, which em-
ploys Marchetti’s two sons, also
recognizes the value of family. 

“We say we treat people like
family, and we mean it!” he said.
“We’ll do whatever is necessary for
our customers. You need to love
what you do to be good at it. There’s
more to this industry than just
money; it’s all about attitude. You
have to be passionate about repair-
ing cars and keeping customers
safe.”

Marchetti noted how rapidly ve-
hicle technology is changing, 

“When I was 45, a friend said
God is wise in only letting man live
on Earth for 100 years, because we
couldn’t handle all the changes
we’d see in 300 years,” he said. “I
didn’t get it then, but I sure do now!
In addition to the multitude of tech-
nological advancements, prices for
parts and materials have increased
exponentially, while labor rates have
not. Insurance companies aren’t
keeping up with rising costs.”

Great Neck Collision is I-CAR
Gold-Certified and is certified by
Honda/Acura. The shop offers tow-
ing for customers and has had a
DRP relationship with AllState for
the past 20 years.

Marchetti is also heavily in-
volved with the local community,
donating turkeys to the Chamber of
Commerce during the holidays and
contributing to Handful of Keys. 

Laughing, he said, “I like this
small town. Everyone is nicer here.
I was born in Brooklyn so this is like
the country to me.”

Great Neck Collision wraps the 
interior of its Accudraft booth to
keep things cleaner, and Marchetti
stresses the importance of a
quality installation.

Great Neck Collision owner Anthony Marchetti has class values. The
collision repair shop has been in business since 1993.

Marchetti said the high-quality
Accudraft Italia booth has 
improved productivity and 
profitability.

by Autobody News Staff Great Neck Collision
Location: Great Neck, NY
(516) 829-9499
greatneckcollision.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: Six

In Business Since: 1993

Number of Locations: One

DRP Programs: One

Combined Production Space:
6,500 square feet

Accudraft
961 Rt 10 E, Ste 2K
Randolph, NJ 07869
800-524-0340 x112
Info@accudraftpaintbooths.com
www.accudraftpaintbooths.com
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AkzoNobel Products, Processes Help Pride Auto Body
Group Grow, Sustain Business

In 1982, childhood friends Randy
Stabler and Robert Turchan
founded Pride Auto Body after grad-
uating college and deciding to go
into business together doing some-
thing they loved: working on cars.

They opened a two-man opera-
tion and worked hard until they were
able to grow into a larger facility with
other employees. They expanded
their footprint every few years to
eventually include seven California
locations that employ 165 collision
repair professionals who repair an
average of 1,200 vehicles monthly.
Most of their shops are I-CAR Gold-
certified and each shop has ac-
quired several OEM certifications.
The specific manufacturers vary by
location.

“We cater to discerning cus-
tomers who want their vehicle fixed
at a shop that is certified to perform
correct repairs,” said Steve Morris,
Director of Operations for the Pride
Auto Body Group.

“It’s impossible to grow a busi-
ness to this extent without people
and processes in place to help sus-
tain it, and AkzoNobel has been
right there. They’re well-versed in
the daily aspects of a collision repair
business, and they’ve been tremen-
dously helpful in developing our
processes and people. AkzoNobel
isn’t just a paint company; they’re
more interested in helping us imple-
ment our growth strategy [and]
strengthening our team’s leadership
skills.”

Pride Auto Body’s relationship
with AkzoNobel originated with
paint, and the shop’s employees
now spray with Sikkens waterborne
system. Paint shop manager Paco
Arias relies on Sikkens for its ease
of use and superior color-matching
qualities.

“AkzoNobel has always looked
to simplify systems for their cus-
tomers, and their Sikkens line is
very easy to mix due to its simple
two-to-one ratios,” Arias said. “The
waterborne basecoat is easier to
spray than solvent, and the primers’
dry time is amazing. The system is
more standardized, allowing us to
deliver a high-quality product in less
time. It’s simpler for anyone to use
and has yielded huge improvements
in throughput.”

When AkzoNobel introduced Au-
tomatchic for digital color formula re-
trieval, Pride Auto Body was among
the first shops to invest in the time-
saving technology.

“We saw the benefits right away,”
Arias shared. “You take a photo and
it provides options immediately. The
system is very efficient and accurate,
plus it’s super easy. Our paint tech-
nicians see it as a huge time-saving
benefit.

“AkzoNobel is great. They pro-
vide anything we need, when we
need it, and it’s invaluable to have
that level of support. Our AkzoNobel
service consultant is basically fam-
ily, and we work together to develop
our goals and processes. I just can’t
imagine doing everything we do
without AkzoNobel’s support.”

As a long-time Sikkens user,
Pride Auto Body also enjoys access
to the Acoat Selected program. The
National Performance Group con-
sists of a dozen shops across the
country that get together several
times annually to discuss their chal-
lenges and potential solutions. 

Morris noted, “The Acoat pro-
gram is a great way to network and
get to see a bunch of different per-
spectives. As the moderator, Ak-
zoNobel offers timely topics and
potential solutions. Participating in
the National Performance Group
has been extremely valuable.”

Additionally, Pride Auto Body
participates in the Process Center
Environment (PCE) Users Group,
which is focused on best practices
pertaining to lean implementation. 

According to Morris, “We helped
AkzoNobel design the PCE con-
cept, but realizing the importance of
growing people, the recent focus
has become a people-centered 

environment. AkzoNobel has sup-
ported us by providing coaches and
mentors. They understand the value
of developing a positive environ-
ment where people can grow. This
past year has been really rewarding,
and AkzoNobel’s support has been
great throughout this exciting 
venture.”

Morris and Arias agree that
they’ve had nothing but good expe-
riences collaborating with AkzoNo-
bel. Pride Auto Body often tests new
products and provides feedback. 

Arias noted, “They take what we
say into consideration and make ad-
justments before putting the new
products on the market.”

Morris added, “You have to re-
spect a company that listens to their
customers.” 

Pride Auto Body is also environ-
mentally conscious. In addition to
spraying with waterborne paints, all
locations have converted to LED
lighting and participate in a waste-
reduction program. 

“Taking care of the planet is
something we all need to do, and
there is a lot of social awareness in
our demographic about how impor-
tant that is,” Morris said.

In addition to their focus on
OEM certifications, proper repairs
and lean processes, Morris feels
that one thing that differentiates
Pride Auto Body from other shops in
the area is its focus on its people. 

“This is a people-centered envi-
ronment. We spend a lot of time and
energy investing in our team’s skills
and leadership abilities,” Morris
said. “Most of our employees have
been here for a long time and grown
through the ranks, and our goal is to
keep them engaged and excited to
be at work.”

Participating in AkzoNobel’s
Process Centered Environment
Users Group has allowed Pride
Auto Body to implement lean
processes to improve productivity
in its shops.

Pride Auto Body has expanded from one shop to seven locations since
it was founded in 1982.

Pride Auto Body relies on Sikkens
from AkzoNobel for its ease of
use and superior color-matching
qualities.

by Autobody News Staff Pride Auto Body Group
Location: Van Nuys, CA
(888) 300-4441
www.prideautobody.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: MSO

Facility Employees: 165

In Business Since: 1982

Number of Locations: Seven

DRP Programs: Three

Combined Production Space:
70,000 square feet

AkzoNobel
1845 Maxwell Drive
Troy, MI 48084
www.akzonobel.com
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Autel Diagnostic Products Help NY Body Shop
Decrease Cycle Time, Repair Vehicles Properly

At Depalo and Sons Auto Body, the
motto has always been: “If we would-
n’t put our family back in the vehicle,
then we won’t put yours back in the
vehicle.”

The family-run business has op-
erated that way since 1972, when
Michael Depalo set up a body shop
in Huntington, NY, with three bays.
Through the hard work and dedica-
tion of Michael and his employees,
over the next 20 years the business
grew from three bays to 30.

“My father and grandfather laid
the groundwork, thus installing the
core values that have poised us for
‘bursting at the seams’ growth with
more than 40 years of new and re-
peat business,” said Vito Depalo, Jr.

As a result, the business opened
a second location in Huntington Sta-
tion four years ago. 

In addition to auto body and col-
lision repair work, Depalo and Sons
offers paintless dent repair, automo-
tive detailing, spray-on bediners, auto
glass replacement, window tinting
and pre-lease inspections.

From the onset, within every as-
pect of the business, Vito Jr. said De-
palo and Sons does things the “right
way.”

“We painstakingly take the time
to streamline our operations, keep-
ing up-to-date with industry trends,”
said Vito Jr., who runs the business
with his father, Vito, and two broth-
ers, Edward and Michael. 

He said this includes taking the
time to train employees as well as
continually reinvesting in state-of-
the-art equipment and products, in-
cluding those from Autel, a leading
manufacturer and supplier of profes-
sional diagnostic tools, equipment
and accessories for the automotive
aftermarket. 

The collision repair business first
learned about Autel products about
seven years ago and now uses mul-
tiple products from the company.
These include the Autel TS508 tire
pressure monitoring system and the
MS906TS scan tool. Not only has he
found that the innovative products
are easy to use, but he also said they
are cost-effective.

Depalo and Sons uses the tire
pressure monitor system on a daily
basis, which allows the body shops
to quickly test all vehicles with a light-

weight, wireless, touch-screen tablet.
“I like everything about the prod-

uct,” said Vito Jr. “It’s user-friendly,
quick and very accurate. It does its
job.”

Vito Jr. said the Autel product can
be used in many vehicles in which
certain machines can’t be used.

Another diagnostic tool used
regularly by Depalo and Sons is the
MaxiSYS MS906TS scan tool. In ad-
dition to pre-scanning and post-scan-
ning the vehicle, the complete service
tool can reset the airbag lights, serv-
ice engine lights and do recalibra-
tions.

“When a car comes in, we pre-
scan it to make sure there are no
faults,” explained Vito Jr. “After the
car is repaired, we then do a post-
scan.”

He said Autel products have
helped them make sure the vehicle
has a clean bill of health before it is
returned to the customer.  

Vito Jr. said the tool has been
very dependable and has helped de-
crease cycle time. 

“We are able to identify issues
early on with the repair process as
well as increase our CSI index,” he
said.

For the past 12 years, Autel has
evolved its MaxiSYS diagnostic
tools to meet the needs of collision
repairers. The MaxiSYS MS906TS
can perform pre- and post-scan auto
scans to diagnose vehicle DTCs and
then generate vehicle diagnostic re-
ports. Images of needed parts infor-
mation and the associated repair
costs can be attached before send-
ing the reports to insurers. 

The wireless device includes 
AutoVIN, which instantly retrieves

the vehicle ID, make, model and
year of the vehicle. The AutoSCAN
feature enables a shop to retrieve in-
formation from all modules in the ve-
hicles’ systems. A single screen list
displays all detected faults and trou-
ble codes, and complete TPMS fea-
tures include read, activate, relearn
and program Autel MX-Sensors. In
addition, there is four-mode live data
viewing/printing/storing/playback.

As Autel’s most affordable bi-di-
rectional scan tool, it performs the
coding and activations collision re-
pair shops depend on. This allows
Depalo and Sons to use one tool to
quickly diagnosis what is wrong with
a vehicle and repair it properly. Autel
plans to release its ADAS calibration
tool package later this year. 

Since using Autel products, De-
palo and Sons has had great sup-
port from the company and receives
regular training. Vito Jr. said Autel is
very responsive and eager to learn
about their needs.

An active member of the com-
munity, the body shop is affiliated
with the Long Island Auto Body Re-
pairmen’s Association as well as the
Huntington Chamber of Commerce.
Continuing education is also an im-
portant priority for Depalo and Sons.
The business regularly shares its
knowledge and expertise in colli-
sion repair by offering free continu-
ing education classes to assist auto
insurance agents and auto claims
adjusters maintain their licenses.

“We cannot over-emphasize our
commitment to the communities we
serve and live in,” he said. “Using
products like those from Autel have
helped us best serve the greater
Suffolk County area.”

Depalo and Sons Auto Body 
continually reinvests in state-of-
the-art equipment, such as the
products from Autel.

Autel’s MaxiSYS MS906TS scan tool is regularly used by Depalo and
Sons Auto Body.

The body shop says Autel’s prod-
ucts are cost-effective and easy to
use.

by Autobody News Staff Depalo and Sons Auto Body
Location: Huntington, NY
(631) 423-2950
depaloandsonsautobody.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 20

In Business Since: 1972

Number of Locations: Two

DRP Programs: Eight

Combined Production Space:
18,000 square feet

Autel-US
(855) AUTEL-US (855) 288-3587
https://www.autel.com
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Gabe’s Collision Remains Loyal to Axalta After 53
Productive Years

When Gabe’s Collision owner Jeff
Mucciarelli finds a product that will
help him, he isn’t afraid to stick with
it.

That’s precisely why the MSO
has been spraying with Axalta for the
past 53 years without interruption.
Gabe’s Collision, a second-genera-
tion MSO with three locations near
Buffalo, NY, repairs 6,000–7,000
cars annually.

Eight years ago, Mucciarelli
switched over to Axalta’s Cromax
Pro Waterborne basecoat and has
been singing its praises ever since
for producing a stunning, planet-
friendly, finished product.

Mucciarelli was proudly born into
the collision repair industry.

“While most kids were out play-
ing after school, my mother used to
drop me off at the shop just to hang
out with my father, Gabe Muccia-
relli, while he worked,” he said. “It
was a one-man shop back then, and
my dad was a great combination
technician, so it was an education to
see him in action. I actually started
playing around with cars when I was
10 years old, but when the time
came, I went off to college to study
business management. I had no
doubts about eventually being a part
of the family business, and now I’ve
been here a total of 30 years. Dad
still comes here regularly and we
give him jobs to do, because he still
loves this industry as much as I do.”

Now with 86 employees and a
dozen DRPs, Mucciarelli, 53, still en-
joys the industry as much as he did
when he was kid, he said.

“I really enjoy watching the cars
after we’ve repaired them and see-
ing the product we’ve created,” he
said. “I still get a rush every time I
see the final product and watch the
customers’ reactions. They often tell
us that the new paint job is better
than the original paint!”

By switching over to Axalta’s
Cromax Pro waterborne in 2010,
Mucciarelli tried to stay ahead of the
local laws that had been forecasted
but never came to fruition, he said.

“The State was telling us that all
lead-based products were going to
be illegal at some point, but to be
honest, we’re still waiting,” he said. 
“We purchased a sophisticated USI

spray booth that is ideal for water-
borne paint, so we were moving in
that direction already. Creating a
safer climate for our employees and
cutting down on the smell were two
big goals, and we achieved both of
them with the Cromax Pro.”

After seeing a few cars painted
with Axalta’s Cromax Pro, Muccia-
relli and his paint crew were sold al-
most instantly, he said.

“When I saw it lay out so beauti-
fully, we fell in love with it,” he said.
“The color matching is great and we
have very few issues dialing them in
for every vehicle, even if the color is
not mainstream. The cars come out
looking great and we’ve had literally
no comebacks, because the finish is
impeccable.”

As a collision repair veteran,
Mucciarelli knows that all products
have to come with great customer
service in order for him to work with
them.

“We call it the service behind the
product because anyone can sell us
paint, but without support, it just
won’t work,” he said. “The support
we get from Axalta is over-the-top,
and that’s why we’ve been with them
for 53 years. We work with Rick Ri-
naldi from Axalta and our jobber,
Joe Dadario at GD Auto Supply in
Niagara Falls, is excellent. If we
have any issues, [which] is rare, they
are right here giving us answers and
treating us like we’re their only cus-
tomer.”

Part of the incredible support
that Mucciarelli mentioned includes

world-class training provided by both
the manufacturer and his jobber.

“When we first made the con-
version to waterborne, they sent
three people here who worked with
our painters and preppers at all of
our three locations one-on-one,” he
said. “They now come back twice a
year, and it’s great to refresh our
skills or learn new things about the
product.”

They have not had any issues
using the Axalta waterborne product,
even when the weather changes.

“A first-rate product takes all of
the problems right out of the equa-
tion, so we have zero problems cur-
ing these cars,” Mucciarelli said. “It
does get humid around here during
the summer, but it’s never an issue
and the finished product is always
pristine.”

Mucciarelli walks the walk when
it comes to being a green member
of the three communities where he
owns shops.

“A few years back when we were
looking to open our third location, the
neighborhood surrounding the facil-
ity was concerned about the amount
of pollutants we were going to send
out into the environment,” he said.
“We did a study and showed the
neighbors that the fast food place
down the street was producing 90
percent more pollution than we
were, and they were surprised. We
want to be a good community part-
ner, and spraying a waterborne
product is definitely one way to
achieve that.”

Gabe’s Collision has three
locations near Buffalo, NY,
and repairs 6,000–7,000 cars
annually.

(l to r) Gabe Mucciarelli founded the business 53 years ago.
Now his son, Jeff, runs the show.

Painter Chris Goff works in a
high-production environment at
Gabe’s Collision and relies on
Axalta’s Cromax Pro every day.

by Autobody News Staff Gabe’s Collision and Claims
Center
Location: Buffalo, NY
www.gabescollision.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 86

In Business Since: 1964

Number of Locations: Three

Combined Production Space:
76,000 square feet (combined)

Axalta Coating Systems
Company Contact: Heidi Stilwell
heidi.stilwell@axaltacs.com
(610) 358-5353
www.axaltacs.com/corporate/en_US.html
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Legendary Dealership’s Collision Center Embraces
BASF Waterborne 

In an industry with an incomparable
ratio of males to females, a value
chain dominated by women is prac-
tically unheard of—but not at Fair-
lane Ford in Dearborn, MI.
Julie Walker, president of Fair-

lane Ford, and Tammie Tietz,
manager of Fairlane Ford, have
developed a rare relationship with
paint supplier BASF account rep-
resentative Brenda Getz, BASF
sales manager Tonya Boddie, dis-
tributor Micro Auto Paint & Supply
CFO Tammy Packer and Micro
account manager Becky Giles.
But that was not why Fairlane Ford
decided to convert to BASF’s R-M
Onyx HD paint line.

Personal recommendations and
low-VOC options were primary fac-
tors that drew Walker to BASF. Fair-
lane Ford is receiving competitive
pricing, high quality, outstanding
support and much more through its
new relationship with BASF and
Micro. 

“Our contract expired, so we
decided to look at other suppliers
and weigh all of our options,”
Walker said. “At the same time, we
hired Joe Sanfilippo as our new
painter and he gave us a great re-
view of the BASF waterborne prod-
uct. The timing was ideal, because
we were looking for ways to be a
greener and more environmentally
responsible company. I was skepti-
cal and really wasn’t considering
BASF initially, but after we sat down
with representatives from BASF
and Micro, I was convinced. Joe’s
input was important and one of the
main reasons for going with BASF.”

As a veteran painter with more
than four decades of experience,
Sanfilippo has sprayed a lot of dif-
ferent paint—both waterborne and
solvent. He gives BASF’s Onyx HD
line, which can be used as water or
solvent, five stars across the board. 

“When it comes to the final result,
there is no difference between using
Onyx as solvent or as waterborne,
except for the fact that it’s better for
the environment,” Sanfilippo said.
“On occasion, we will need to use
our blowers in the booth, but in the
end it doesn’t take any longer to dry
the cars, compared to a solvent-
based paint.” 

Because he paints a lot of alu-
minum Ford vehicles, Sanfilippo is
enamored with BASF’s direct-to-
metal process. 

“Their new system saves us an
entire step and allows us to use
fewer products. In the past with an-
other paint line, we had to first apply
an acid etch primer to the aluminum,
but no more,” he said. “Thanks to R-
M Onyx HD, we have been able to
work faster and more efficiently,
which is instrumental for any high
production shop.”

Another benefit of embracing the
BASF R-M system is that it doesn’t
involve a wide assortment of prod-
ucts to achieve great results, Walker
said.

“We don’t need to use a lot of ton-
ers, undercoats, reducers, primers
and sealants, which is nice,” Walker
said. “[Using] fewer products simpli-
fies the process and saves us money.
With our former paint company, we
had to invest in more than $20,000 of
products to put on the wall, but now
with BASF, it’s much more affordable
and more efficient.”

Growing up in car dealerships,
Walker was inspired to enter the in-
dustry at an early age. 

“My father, Marv, worked at my
uncle’s dealership as a GM, so I
started going there when I was
young. He would work until 9 p.m.
most of the time, but when he got
home I loved the way his clothes
smelled—like motor oil. It was intoxi-
cating.  When my father started work-
ing for Mr. Ford in 1978, he let me
come to work with him over summer

breaks. That’s when I began thinking
about my future in this industry.” 

After graduating from college,
Walker and her brother, Joe, co-
managed the family dealership that
is now called Fairlane Ford. 

“He ran the collision center and
the new and used car departments,
and I was in charge of the office
parts department in service for a
decade,” she said. “In 2008, I
bought my brother out and took 100
percent ownership of the dealership
in 2013.” 

The dealership now has three
separate buildings situated on seven
acres, but more than 95 years ago
when it opened its doors, it was a
modest facility.

“It was originally established by
Henry Ford’s nephew, and he
named it R.W. Ford,” she said. “In
1951, he passed it on to his son,
who re-named the dealership Bob
Ford, Ford, Inc. before my family
purchased it from Ford in 1983.”

Today, the collision center at
Fairlane Ford repairs 70–75 vehi-
cles every month with seven em-
ployees, which means it’s a busy
scene. Walker is pleased that San-
filippo is able to get his job done
using less product than before. 

“We have only been using BASF
products for a short time, but we can
already see that we’re able to get
sufficient coverage on all of the ve-
hicles using only 1.5–2 coats. It’s
going to equal significant savings
over time, so using the BASF R-M
Onyx HD line will help us in several
ways.”

Julie Walker holds a photo of the
original dealership in front of the
facility’s original sign. 

From left: Collision Center Manager Tammie Tietz, Head Painter
Joe Sanfilippo and President Julie Walker at Fairlane Ford. 

Fairlane Ford has an entire
support team to help during its
conversion to BASF.  From left:
Tammie Tietz; Brenda Getz,
Account Representative, BASF;
Tammy Packer, CFO, The Micro
Group; Tonya Boddie, Regional
Manager, BASF; Julie Walker and
Becky Giles, Account Manager,
Micro Auto Paint.

by Autobody News Staff Fairlane Ford Collision Center
Location: Dearborn, MI
(313) 846-5000
www.saveatfairlane.com 

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 76

In Business Since: 1968

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
10,000 square feet

BASF Automotive Refinish
Company Contact: 
Mary Ann Short
(Associate Manager, Communications)
(248)-948-2253
maryann.short@basf.com
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Car-O-Liner Products Help MI Dealership Shop
Increase Profits, Production

Trust, integrity, quality and reliability
are what Ed Rinke Chevrolet Buick
GMC Auto Body Center describes
as the cornerstones of its business.

The family-owned-and-oper-
ated company, based in Michigan,
was established by Ed Rinke, Sr.
in 1917.

At that time, in order to qualify
to be a dealer, you had to sell five
cars a year, according to Rodney
Gajewski, Ed Rinke’s body shop
manager. He said the first few cars
sold relatively quickly and the fourth
car was sold 10 months later. Even-
tually, the family had to pitch in to
purchase the fifth car to keep the
franchise alive. 

The business continued to oper-
ate through the Great Depression
and two world wars. During tough
economic times, the dealership
asked employees how much money
they needed to earn, and they were
later rewarded following the wars.

“During the 1950s, the business
really started booming and it has just
blossomed from there,” said Gajew-
ski, who has worked at Ed Rinke for
24 years.
Ed Rinke, Jr. is currently operat-

ing the company and Ed’s nephew,
Fred Rinke, Jr. is expected to be the
successor.

In the early 1980s, Ed Rinke op-
erated two separate locations—Ed
Rinke Chevrolet and Ed Rinke Buick.
When the economic downturn came
in 2006, GMC asked its dealerships
to revamp operations. Ed visited
neighboring dealerships that were
also going through facelifts to gain
some ideas on how to re-construct
his dealership. He also investigated
new frame machines because the
body shop’s current equipment was
obsolete.

“We weren’t really sold on any-
thing until we saw some shops with
multiple Car-O-Liner frame benches,”
said Gajewski.

For the past 40 years, Car-O-
Liner has provided technologically
advanced collision repair equip-
ment to the automotive aftermarket.
The company provides 3D measur-
ing systems, benches and worksta-
tions for structural and cosmetic
repair, welders and riveters, and
workshop solutions that include wall

and tool carts, anchoring and hold-
ing products, and aluminum repair
tools and equipment. 

After contacting Car-O-Liner in
2010, several Ed Rinke employees
traveled to Ohio to tour body shops
that were using the equipment. They
also visited Car-O-Liner’s home of-
fice in Wixom, where they had the
opportunity to talk to Jeff Kern, Car-
O-Liner’s president.

“We took a look at their facilities
and they showed us various ma-
chines as well as the warehouse
and a demonstration of how they
measure cars onsite,” said Gajew-
ski. “We really saw the commitment
to the product. We were a handful.
We asked a lot of questions and I
give them credit for their patience.” 

As a result of that research, Ed
Rinke purchased two Car-O-Liner
bench racks, one measuring sys-
tem, a resistance spot welder and
a workspace solution where they
could hang chains, clamps and
other accessories for their new lo-
cation, which has been under one
roof since 2011.

“This way, it was all organized
and you know when the ‘kids’ are put-
ting away their toys,” said Gajewski.
“Rather than having everything left
around the shop, the next guy can
come up to the rack and be ready to
work.”

Soon after purchasing the equip-
ment, Gajewski said production in
the shop went up and they were able
to take on heavier hits. They also no-
ticed that technicians had a more
positive attitude. This prompted them
to set up a second frame repair
area. They purchased two additional
benches and another measuring sys-
tem.

“Production went up again and
the attitudes of the technicians were
very positive,” said Gajewski. “We
had an atmosphere where they were
fighting to get on the rack.”

Gajewski recognizes that change
is often hard, especially for older
technicians.

“Sometimes, they get set in their
ways, but as they started watching
people fix cars quicker, the quality of
the equipment and the ease of the
repairs … they jumped on the band-
wagon,” he said.

The company recently purchased
a fifth rack, another measuring sys-
tem and a second resistance spot
welder. They are also setting up an
aluminum repair area with Car-O-
Liner equipment. Not only has the
equipment helped with cycle time, but
he said it is also very dependable.

“Our profit has gone up every
time we’ve added a machine,” said
Gajewski. “Every time you use it, it
never lets you down.”

As industry standards for repair-
ing vehicles have changed, Gajew-
ski said it is critical to utilize the best
technology.

He said that having an owner
committed to keeping up with the
latest equipment, such as Car-O-
Liner’s products, and a great work-
ing atmosphere enable Ed Rinke to
run a successful operation.

“The way our shop is set up with
Car-O-Liner equipment makes a
statement to the customer, the in-
surance company and also the level
of professionalism that you are put-
ting into your repairs,” he said. “We
now have a great combination of
Car-O-Liner and technicians. It is an
unbeatable combination when you
go up against your competition.”

The Car-O-Liner Bench Rack, 
Workspace Solution, Measuring
System and Aluminum Repair 
Station at Ed Rinke Auto Body 
Center.

Ed Rinke Chevrolet Buick GMC in Center Line, MI.

Ed Rinke Auto Body Center
featuring the Car-O-Liner Bench
Rack, Workspace Solution, 
Measuring System and 
Resistance Spot Welder.

by Autobody News Staff Ed Rinke Chevrolet Buick
GMC Auto Body Center
Location: Center Line, MI
(586) 754-7000
www.edrinke.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 220

In Business Since: 1917

Number of Locations: One

DRP Programs: 10

Combined Production Space:
24,000 square feet

Car-O-Liner
(800) 521-9696 
car-o-liner.com
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CCC® Engage, CCC® Direct Enable MSO to Best
Serve Customers

Celebrating its 45th anniversary this
year, Nagy’s Collision Centers in
Ohio strives to serve customers’
needs while fixing their vehicles cor-
rectly.

“We always try to be the best
repair facility that we can for the
customer,” said J.R. Noe, general
manager of the MSO’s 10 collision
shops, one express/corporate loca-
tion, a powersports location and
one detail center. “This is an emo-
tional experience for them and we
have to be mindful of that.”
Dave Nagy established Nagy’s

Body and Frame in 1973 in Doyles-
town, OH. 

“We started out in a garage that
Dave Nagy had, and he moonlighted
doing body work during the 1970s,”
said Noe. “He had a great passion
for it and cashed in his entire retire-
ment—with six kids at home—and
decided to go for it.”

Two of Dave’s sons, Ron and
Dan, purchased the business in
1995 and opened a second shop in
April 2005. Since then, the Nagys
have established 11 additional loca-
tions within a 75-mile radius, includ-
ing nine collision repair facilities,
Nagy’s Power Sports and a detail-
ing company.

Although Dave is no longer in-
volved on a day-to-day basis, the
original location is behind his house,
so he often comes in and offers sug-
gestions on how to operate the com-
pany.

“It’s always good to have him
around,” said Noe, who has worked
at Nagy’s for 12 years.

Throughout its history, Nagy’s
has taken pride in responding to
customer and industry demands by
constantly upgrading equipment,
education and training. Noe said
this includes using forward-think-
ing products such as the ones from
CCC.

Prior to switching to CCC ONE
in 2010, Nagy’s used CCC’s Path-
ways estimating product. 

“When the company came out
with CCC ONE, it saved so much
time,” said Noe. “The accuracy was
much better and made everything
easier.” 

Last year, Nagy’s began using
CCC Direct and CCC Engage, both
of which work within the CCC ONE®

Total Repair Platform. 

CCC® Direct is a repair man-
agement tool that helps shops man-
age standard operating procedures
(SOPs). Two key features include
“Checklists” and “KPI Dashboards.”
Noe is implementing the checklist
feature on all iPods and laptops at
the shops to document the repair
process. Before this, Nagy’s quality
control sheet was on paper. 

“Now it’s on an iPod that I’m
able to track everything on, and it’s
tied directly to that repair order,”
Noe said. 

As a result, technicians can take
photos when the repair procedure is
complete and added to the repair
order. 

“This new process saves a ton
of time and it’s very smooth,” Noe
said.

Noe previously prepared sev-
eral reports daily to determine sales,
key-to-keys and KPIs. With CCC Di-
rect’s dashboard, he can access in-
formation with a couple of clicks and
measure performance. This has
helped him be more efficient and al-
lowed the locations to utilize the in-
formation. The dashboard can be
tailored to each shop and offers the
option to add goals. 

“This feature helps them run
their locations better,” he said. 

In addition to the front office
using CCC Direct, they have made
it accessible for technicians. 

“It is much easier for technicians
to document the repair,” said Noe.
“We’re very big on that through the
repair process … so we never have
issues down the road of anybody
questioning the repair.”

Nagy’s began using CCC® En-
gage at the same time as CCC Di-
rect. The add-on package offers two
main features: Online Appointments,
which allows for customer schedul-

ing, and Lobby, a consumer check-
in-process.

In the past, Noe said that shop
employees encouraged customers
to stop in at their convenience, but
that would often cause a rush. 

“Now, we can book the appoint-
ment in CCC Engage and it tracks
everything. This helps us determine
high-traffic times and we can space
it out, so we have more time with
customers,” said Noe. 

In addition, there is no manual
rekeying or double-bookings. The
Lobby experience allows customers
to check in, which saves the front of-
fice time.

When the office has more peo-
ple in it than estimators, it is easy to
hurry through the process and miss
details. 

“CCC Engage has really helped
solve some of that,” he said.

Nagy’s has had a very good re-
sponse from customers using the
products.

“We’ve had a lot of older people
who you wouldn’t think [would be]
computer savvy use them,” said
Noe. “However, we’ve found that it’s
very easy for them.” 

He said CCC Engage has helped
overcome the public’s perception of
a typical repair shop being a dirty, an-
tiquated environment.

“When they see they can sched-
ule online or get text updates of the
repair process, it helps set us apart
as an industry that collision repair is
not what it used to be,” said Noe. “It
means a lot when you can send a
link to watch the repairs online and
see the estimate. Having that trans-
parency puts them at ease.” 

Overall, Noe said CCC Direct
and CCC Engage have enabled
Nagy’s to fulfill its ultimate goal: to
best serve customers.

Nagy’s operates 13 locations in
the Northeast Ohio area.

Nagy’s customers can go online and schedule an estimating
appointment using CCC Engage.

J.R. Noe said CCC Checklist is one
of the product features on the
company’s app that demonstrates
the professionalism of the industry.

by Autobody News Staff Nagy’s Collision Centers
Location: Orrville, OH
(330) 642-1010
www.nagys.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 120

In Business Since: 1973

Number of Locations: 10 collision,
13 total businesses

DRP Programs: 5–10 depending 
on location

Combined Production Space:
93,500 square feet

CCC Information Services
www.cccis.com
877-208-6155
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Celette Benches Help TX Shop Repair Vehicles
Properly According to OEM Specifications

The number one goal at Park Place
BodyWerks is to provide first-class
service by treating customers like
no other collision repair facility in the
Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW) Metroplex.

With locations in Dallas, Fort
Worth and Grapevine, BodyWerks
is part of the Park Place family of
dealerships, which was founded by
Ken Schnitzer in 1987 with a sin-
gle Mercedes-Benz dealership on
Oak Lawn in Dallas. Over the last
30 years, the business has grown
to include 14 dealerships that rep-
resent luxury brands, such as Rolls-
Royce, Bentley and McLaren.

Park Place has received numer-
ous awards for being one of the top
employers in the nation, as well as
for its outstanding service and cus-
tomer satisfaction. Eric McKenzie,
director of body shop operations,
said Park Place also has the num-
ber one volume collision repair and
paint and body shop facility in Texas.

“The reason we have been so
successful as a dealer group is be-
cause of our reputation in customer
service,” said McKenzie.

Since the company was first es-
tablished, the Park Place team has
always strived to provide the great-
est experience for customers. An
important part of this is repairing ve-
hicles properly according to OEM
specifications.

The company is highly certified
for all of the luxury brands they
sell. These include Mercedes-
Benz, Lexus, Volvo, Porsche, Bent-
ley, Bugatti, Jaguar, Maserati, Rolls
Royce, Lotus, McLaren, Sprinter
and Land Rover.

“Those names ring out to con-
sumers as high-end and not the
easiest to obtain,” he said.

He said this demonstrates the
company’s efforts to stay on top of
training and ensure technicians are
prepared to work on the vehicles
their clients drive.

“We have no DRPs and receive
all of our work from the dealer net-
work,” he said. “I think the fact that
we have so many high-end OE cer-
tifications and keep up with the lat-
est training and equipment sets us
apart from most.”

The company also ensures it
utilizes the best equipment avail-
able on the market to restore vehi-

cles to their pre-loss condition. He
said Celette benches have been in-
strumental to their business.

When McKenzie began working
at Park Place 11 years ago, the flag-
ship location in Dallas/Fort Worth
was using one Celette bench. Since
then, they have added two more to
that location and purchased a
Sevenne XL Celette bench at each of
their new locations.

“The technicians wouldn’t want to
do the kind of structural repairs that
we do without the Celette benches,”
McKenzie said. “Every technician
who uses them absolutely feels they
are crucial to proper structural re-
pairs.”

He said the use of a Celette
bench with dedicated fixtures elimi-
nates the guesswork when doing a
repair.

“The structural components can
be replaced without any question,
unlike non-dedicated fixture sys-
tems, which don’t have that sense
of security,” McKenzie said.

As a result, he said technicians
can be 100 percent confident that
the structural components they are
replacing are going in exactly where
the OE has specified.

More than anything, his techni-
cians like how precise the equip-
ment is, and they have no concern
of any error.

“It is a phenomenal product,” he
said.

McKenzie said Celette has pro-
vided the collision centers with ex-
cellent support and been very good
about coming to the shop to con-
duct annual bench inspections and
providing training refresher courses

as needed. This is important to Park
Place because several of the OE
shop certifications require annual
bench audits to ensure they have all
of the components they need and
that everything is in working order.

In addition, Celette provides train-
ing at its own locations in Illinois,
Michigan, Arkansas, New Jersey and
Northern and Southern California.

“They have plenty of support to
cover any section of the country,”
he said.

In addition to the support and
training provided by Celette, techni-
cians attend Mercedes-Benz train-
ing on a yearly basis. During the
instruction, the luxury brand allo-
cates a portion of the course to set-
ting up a vehicle on a Celette bench,
so the technicians are well-versed
and refreshed on how to set up the
vehicles on the bench.

Currently, the company’s top
priority is to follow OEM procedures
100 percent of the time. This in-
cludes scanning every vehicle be-
fore it leaves the shop and ensuring
the vehicle is safe and restored to
pre-loss condition.

“We feel as collision repairers, it
is our duty to 100 percent, unequivo-
cally follow the manufacturers’ guide-
lines at every step of the way, no
matter what anyone else says,” said
McKenzie.

That means replacing parts with
those that the OE specifies and fol-
lowing every single procedure while
depending on state-of-the-art equip-
ment, such as the Celette benches.

“It’s important to us that our clients
return to a safe vehicle that won’t put
them at risk,” McKenzie said.

The company is highly certified
for all of the luxury brands they
sell.

Celette benches have eliminated the guesswork when technicians are
doing a repair.

Park Place BodyWerks operates
three collision repair facilities in
the Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW)
Metroplex.

by Autobody News Staff Park Place BodyWerks
Location: Dallas / Fort Worth
Metroplex, TX
(214) 443-8250
www.parkplace.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 150

In Business Since: 1987

Number of Locations: Three

Combined Production Space:
170,000 square feet (combined)

Celette
1-800-CELETTE (235-3883)
www.celette.com
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Third-Generation Shop Smiling Ear-to-Ear With
ChemSpec USA

Josh Walsh, 34, has been working
at Walsh’s Auto Body & Sales, the
family shop, since he was 19. As a
combination technician, he can do it
all.

Operating as a family-run busi-
ness since 1964, he prides himself
on doing exactly that as he contin-
ues the Walsh legacy at the third-
generation body shop in Providence,
RI. Josh works with his father, Mark,
and his aunt, Kim, at the busy shop,
which repairs an average of 100 ve-
hicles monthly.

Walsh’s is excelling and doing it
all without a single DRP by targeting
fleet businesses such as Enterprise,
Brink’s and local high-tech compa-
nies, which have been a good source
of business for many years.  Fleet re-
pairs require quicker turn-around
times than standard insurance work
to limit downtime and avoid idle vehi-
cles—an expense their business
cannot afford. By stressing efficiency
and looking for the best methods to
repair fleet vehicles in a fast-paced
production environment, Walsh’s is
always looking for top-tier tools and
products to make its numbers.

Roughly two years ago, Walsh’s
began spraying ChemSpec USA’s
Metalux® polyester basecoat to im-
prove processes and maximize pro-
ductivity while producing a quality
product each and every time.

After using the product for just a
short time, Josh discovered that the
Metalux® system provides him with a
precise match on thousands of col-
ors.

“The color matching with the
Metalux® has been very good, and
they’re definitely on the money with
all of the GM cars,” he said. “Every
once in a while, we might need to do
a spray-out or possibly do a little
blending, but overall, the color
matches we’re getting with this prod-
uct are outstanding. ChemSpec
USA® has now been added to the
Axalta system, which means we’ll be
getting a camera to do an even bet-
ter job at matching those tricky non-
factory colors very soon.”

Formulated with the highest-qual-
ity range of lightfast pigments to meet
OEM color standards, the Metalux®

basecoat guarantees excellent cov-
erage and flow, according to Josh.

“The system does not come with
a lot of different toners, which makes
things a lot easier,” he said. “We
don’t have to carry a lot of products,
which is also nice. With our fleet
work, we want to be able to move
quickly, so getting full coverage the
first time through is a big plus. When
I get a bunch of bumpers, I need to
spray and move on, and I can do that
with the Metalux®.”

The Metalux® line features a full
complement of hardeners, primers,
specialized toners, clearcoats, sol-
vents and accessories—all of which
are backed 100 percent by Chem-
Spec USA’s exclusive 4Life™ quality
guarantee, giving Walsh’s that
much-needed peace of mind. 

“The support we’ve received from
ChemSpec USA® and our jobber,
Rainbow Supplies in Cranston, has
been very good,” Josh said. “I make
a list of what we need and I send it to
them and, in most cases, I get my
order that same day. The people from
ChemSpec USA® came here to the
shop and helped me install the Met-
alux® system. They suited up, jumped
in the booth and sprayed the product
with me. It helped me a lot.”

ChemSpec USA® began in 1976
when Pete Peterson founded Mon-
tana Products, Inc., a manufacturer
and distributor of value-branded au-
tomotive coatings, in rural Burbank,
OH, per the company’s website. He
strongly believed that if he could
make a quality product that was af-
fordable for body shops of all sizes,
he could succeed. So, with the help
of his family, Peterson began formu-
lating and selling new paint products
as part of his vision to improve the
automotive refinish market.

Initially, Pete and his family man-
ufactured their products on a small

farm in Ohio, loading the truck each
evening for next-day deliveries.
However, Peterson’s dedication to
providing on-time deliveries and per-
sonal support quickly helped the
company flourish. As more people
came to recognize Montana Products
as a premier automotive refinish paint
manufacturer, the company was able
to grow significantly over the next two
decades and establish a strong repu-
tation for quality and service.

In 2005, a partnership was
formed between Montana Products
and Chemical Specialties, Ltd., a
South African coatings manufacturer
of automotive, industrial, fleet and
architectural coatings. In 2006, the
company officially launched its Met-
alux® Automotive Refinish System at
the NACE show in Las Vegas, NV.

Today, as part of the Axalta
Coating Systems family of brands,
ChemSpec USA® provides refinish
paint systems for the automotive re-
finish, fleet, OEM and industrial mar-
kets.  The company features a wide
range of basecoats, single stage,
pre-metal treatment, primers, toners,
clears, solvents and specialty prod-
ucts under the brand names of Met-
alux®, Montana® and Metacryl®.  The
company continues to work on inno-
vative ranges of quality products for
now and generations to come.

Is there going to be a fourth
generation to take over the reins at
Walsh’s Auto Body & Sales when
the time comes? 

“Well, my 6-year-old daughter
has been coming to the shop for al-
most three years now, and she has
shown some interest,” Josh said. “I
put food coloring and water in my
spray gun and let her spray, so
maybe she will be a great painter
one day. Who knows?”

The shop was founded by Norm
Walsh in 1964 and now performs
a wide range of fleet work for
companies such as Enterprise
and Brink’s.

Walsh’s Auto Body & Sales in Providence, RI is a family-run shop that
repairs an average of 100 vehicles monthly.

In 2016, Walsh’s began spraying
ChemSpec USA’s Metalux®

polyester basecoat to improve
processes and maximize
productivity.

by Autobody News Staff Walsh's Auto Body & Sales 
Location: Providence, R.I.
(401) 785-3560 

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 5

In Business Since: 1964

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
5,000 square feet

ChemSpec USA
9287 Smucker Road
Orrville, OH 44667
(800) 328-4892
www.chemspecpaint.com
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Shop Owner Calls Upon Dominion Sure Seal
Multiple Times Daily

While some fathers are proud to
have their children following in their
footsteps, Carl Garcia’s dad wasn’t
crazy about the idea of his son work-
ing at Carl’s Collision, the family body
shop. In fact, after high school, he lit-
erally pushed him out the door and
insisted that he go to college.

“I grew up in the body shop and
my mother would drop me off there
after school,” Garcia said. “But edu-
cation was important to my father
and he wasn’t offering me any op-
tions, so I went to college. It was a
wonderful experience and I use a
lot of what I learned in school every
day here on the job.”

After attending college, Garcia
went back to his dad and convinced
him that the collision repair industry
was well-suited for him and would
be a smart career move.

“Let’s just say he didn’t exactly
welcome me with open arms,” Gar-
cia explained. “I had to start at the
bottom, making six bucks an hour
and after a while, I was asking my-
self, ‘Is this the dumbest decision I’ve
ever made?’ I started out sanding
cars and did all of the entry-level jobs
that exist in a body shop. I found out
that I am a lousy body man, so I took
some estimating classes and learned
everything I could about running a
shop. I’ve been here ever since!”

Today, Carl’s Collision employs
50 people and repairs approxi-
mately 150 cars weekly out of two
buildings totaling 40,000 sq. ft. By
stressing quality and garnering top
reviews for providing over-the-top
customer service, Garcia is thriving
by embracing things such as OE
certifications and is always looking
around for better tools and products
to improve his business.

“We are an I-CAR Gold facility
and have 15 certifications, including
Tesla,” he said. “In any business, it
all comes down to cheaper, faster
and better, and people say to pick
two. But my theory is this: Why not
give them all that they want and de-
serve—all of it!”

To keep his customer base
happy, Garcia and his crew need
world-class products to stay on top.
So when he finds companies such
as Dominion Sure Seal that will pos-
itively impact his production, he isn’t

afraid to give them a shot. Estab-
lished in 1972, Dominion Sure Seal
Ltd. is a leading manufacturer of
sealants, protective coatings and ad-
hesives primarily for the automotive
paint, body and equipment industry.
Dominion Sure Seal is headquar-
tered in Ontario, Canada and has a
strong presence in the U.S. Its prod-
ucts can be found in shops from LA
to NYC and everywhere in between.

Garcia painstakingly researches
any product prior to using it, he said.

“I am a research fanatic and al-
ways talking with other body shop
owners to find out about the most
cutting-edge stuff out there,” he said.
“About one year ago, we started try-
ing the Dominion Sure Seal line after
being introduced to it by one of our
jobber’s reps. We’ve added more
and more of their products to our
weekly orders and each one has
proven itself to be the real thing. We
love their panel prep products, spray
gun cleaner, seam sealers, primers,
rust removal/anti-corrosion products,
double-sided tape—you name it. We
now order at least 20 different things
from them and are always trying out
new items to see if they will help us.”

One of Garcia’s go-to Dominion
Sure Seal products is its 3-in-1
Primers, which are perfect for metal,
aluminum, SMC, plastics and fiber-
glass.

“It works well over body filler and
other sanded areas prior to painting
without sacrificing flexibility, and our
guys are using it more and more all

the time,” he said.
Another Dominion Sure Seal

product that Garcia and his painters
are enamored with is its Spray Gun
Paint Remover, which quickly dis-
solves paint to keep paint guns run-
ning smoothly, saving time, labor
and material.

“It goes directly into the gun and
when it comes out, the gun is clean.
It’s that easy,” he said. “It’s so sim-
ple to use and so effective that we’re
not using anything else.”

By calling upon all of his Domin-
ion Sure Seal products over and over
and watching them perform well in
every situation, Garcia is now able to
rely on these products and is always
looking for new applications for them.

“We get our money’s worth out of
anything we use here, and if they can
pass that test, they become a part of
our production,” he said. “With every
company we work with, we also need
them to be highly responsive and
provide us with exemplary customer
service, and Dominion Sure Seal has
surely done exactly that.”

Even though Garcia’s father is
pleased about his son’s success in
the collision repair industry while
continuing his family’s legacy, Gar-
cia is always looking to be better.

“We want to always be forward-
looking and continually improving
every aspect of this business,” he
said. “This is a very exciting time to
be in this industry, and the shops
that embrace these changes will
flourish and be rewarded as a result.”

Painter Kevin Daluz loves
Dominion Sure Seal’s Spray
Gun Paint Remover.

Technician Aaron Ferreira at Carl’s Collision uses a wide range of
Dominion Sure Seal products literally every day.

Carl’s Collision repairs approximately
150 cars weekly out of two buildings
totaling 40,000 sq. ft.

by Autobody News Staff Carl’s Collision
Location: Fall River, MA
(610) 446-4744
www.carlscollision.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 50

In Business Since: 1961

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
40,000 square feet

Dominion Sure Seal
6175 Danville Road 
Mississauga, ON, Canada L5T 2H7 
Toll Free: (800) 265-0790
(905) 670-5411
Fax: (905) 670 5174
www.dominionsureseal.com
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Voelkers Auto Body & Glass Has 15-Year Relationship
with Equalizer®

Voelkers Auto Body & Glass is lo-
cated in Newcastle, WY, a town with
a population of fewer than 4,000
and well-known for oil, coal mining
and ranching, in addition to its in-
credible hiking trails and mesmeriz-
ing sunsets.

In a small market where every-
body knows one another, shop
owner Ryan Voelker knows that he
has to do a better job on each repair.
That’s why he stresses customer
service and uses the best tools he
can find to achieve his goals.

To be a full-service shop, Voelk-
ers Auto Body & Glass also has a
mechanical shop and does car
restorations. Offering a wide range
of services that complement one
another just makes sense when the
next shop is located more than 80
miles away, Voelker said. 

“Four years ago, we added a
couple bays and hired two me-
chanics and a service director, and
now it’s approximately 25 percent
of our total workload,” he said. “I
was tired of subbing out mechani-
cal work and relying on another
shop to do our diagnostics, for ex-
ample, so now we’re able to keep it
all in-house and get additional non-
collision work as a result.” 

For more than 15 years, Voelker
has been using two particular glass
tools made by Equalizer®: the Viper™

and the Ambush™. He has been get-
ting consistently excellent results
across the board.

“We remove and replace at
least 8–10 windshields every week,
so we use these tools a lot and
they never let us down,” he said.
“The Equalizer® Viper™ is a wire
removal device designed for small
quarter glass removals, but can
also be used on windshields and
back glasses. It’s small, light and
easy to maneuver. We use a half-
inch drive ratchet with a 1-1/8-inch
socket slipped over the shaft of the
tool to rotate the wire reel. The dou-
ble direction capability of the reel
allows for optimum use and the
magnetic points on the ratchet
shaft ensure that your ratchet stays
firmly attached to the tool, even in
steep/vertical situations.”

Window replacement season in
Voelker’s neck of the woods is spring-

time. That’s when his Equalizer® tools
truly pay for themselves, he said.

“The state of Wyoming uses
sand instead of salt on the high-
ways here, which leads to a lot of
cracked windshields,” he said. “Dur-
ing the winter, people around here
catch rocks from the road a lot, but
then they normally wait until spring
to get their windshields replaced.
They don’t want us to replace their
windshield until the weather gets
better, because they might just pick
up another stone the very next day.
So that’s when we get a ton of win-
dow work all at the same time, but
with the Equalizer® tools, we can
handle it and get it done quickly.

“The Viper™ allows us to do our
work without damaging the pinch
welds or anything else, and it’s re-
ally easy to use. When I get any tool
or piece of equipment, I don’t want
to have to worry about whether or
not it’s doing the job, and with my
Equalizer® glass tools, it’s one less
thing to worry about. All of our tech-
nicians can use these tools and we
have one guy that we dedicate 100
percent to doing our glass work, so
that helps. Equalizer came here and
trained everyone. They became
good at using the Viper™ and the
Ambush™ fast, because they make
it so simple.”

The Equalizer® Ambush™ is a
reciprocating cutting tool designed
to cut through the toughest ure-
thane out there while getting into
those tight and tricky areas where

other cutters can’t. It comes with a
heavy-duty 20-volt motor that pro-
vides the power to quickly remove
the most difficult glass with the con-
venience of the battery and has a
rubber over molded comfort grip
and a quick release blade clamp. 

Global Education Director Gil-
bert Gutierrez at Equalizer® has
seen more and more body shops
adding glass services to their menu
of services because it makes sense
on many levels.

“To save time and money, Voelk-
ers is doing a considerable amount
of glass work and it’s become a sig-
nificant part of their revenue,” Gutier-
rez said. “But just as importantly,
Ryan is keeping it all under one roof
and able to control every aspect of
the repair in-house, which puts both
the customer and the insurer more
at ease. In addition, it can help them
with their cycle time, because they’re
not relying on another company to
finish their work before they can re-
turn the car to the customer.”

Now 44 and having worked in
the collision repair industry since
1999, Voelker likes what he’s doing,
but also has an exit plan for when
the time comes, he said.

“I would love to be able to retire
in six years when I’m 50, because
working 60–80 hours every week
can get old after a while,” he said.
“But I still enjoy doing a good job for
our customers and helping people,
so I’m not going anywhere anytime
soon.”

When the window replacement
season happens every spring in
Wyoming, Voelker’s Equalizer®

tools truly do pay for themselves. 

By using Equalizer’s Ambush™ reciprocating cutting tool, the crew at
Voelkers Auto Body & Glass can cut through the toughest urethane
quickly and easily.

Equalizer taught the crew at
Voelkers how to use its Viper™
and Ambush™ glass tools to
achieve optimum results.

by Autobody News Staff Voelkers Auto Body & Glass 
Location: Newcastle, WY 
(307) 746-9378 

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 10

In Business Since: 1999

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
40,000 square feet

Equalizer 
Company Contact: Monique Stearns
512-388-7715 Ext. 532 
mstearns@equalizer.com 
www.equalizer.com
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Body Shop Delivers Quality Repairs With Florida Pneumatics’
State-of-the-Art AIRCAT Professional Air Tools

When Johnny Ding was growing
up, his father, Johnny Sr., a retired
construction worker, always told him
to “buy the best and buy it once.”

“I’ve been doing that since my
career started when I was 17 years
old,” said Ding, the body shop man-
ager of Law Auto Body in Illinois. “I
would buy a tool and do my research
to make sure it was the best one, so
I wouldn’t have to buy it ever again.”

Ding began working in the indus-
try as a porter for Gerber Collision &
Glass.

“It fascinated me; I loved seeing
a car in its different stages of re-
pair,” he recalled.

After being employed there, he
decided to take a break and spent
the next decade working as a paint-
less dent repair (PDR) technician
and master technician before re-
turning back to the body shop in-
dustry.

“I always loved painting cars, so
I decided to get back in the body
shop business,” said Ding.

He ran his own shop, Body Boss,
in Addison for 10 years before merg-
ing with Law Auto Body in the neigh-
boring community of Bensenville in
2015. The parent company, Law Auto
Group, also runs two high-end used
car dealerships owned by his sister-
in-law, Tanya Povorozniouk. Law
Auto Group is in Bensenville and Lux
Cars Chicago are located in Buffalo
Grove.

Povorozniouk and Ding decided
the timing was right. He dissolved
Body Boss, merged with Law Auto
Body and now runs the shop with
his sister.

“Originally, it started out for us
to fix our own cars, but word spread
like wildfire and we now have a con-
sistent customer base and steady
flow of insurance work,” said Ding.

Since joining the company, Ding
said he has been awakened by the
fact that vehicles are being built and
repaired very differently than the
way they were a decade ago.

“There is a right way and a wrong
way of fixing these vehicles,” he said.
“The more complex these cars are
becoming, [the more] we have to in-
vest in more equipment and more
tools, and we’ve found that it’s [about]
quality, not quantity.”

Ding first learned about AIRCAT
Pneumatic tools from Steve Packer,
the sales rep for the company, and
recalled what his father had taught
him about purchasing first-class
tools. Ding has purchased a variety
of products from AIRCAT Pneumatic
Tools and said they are of good qual-
ity and dependable. The AIRCAT
brand is Florida Pneumatic Mfg’s.
corporate line of professional me-
chanic/body shop air tools. Florida
Pneumatic Mfg. Corp., a subsidiary of
P&F Industries, Inc., is a global man-
ufacturer and distributor of more than
1 million products, which include air
tools, pipe threading equipment and
intake compressor filters every year.
Established 50 years ago, the com-
pany prides itself on supplying prod-
ucts that offer superior quality and
performance. The tools are con-
structed of steel, aluminum and com-
posites that are heat-treated where
applicable and 100 percent perform-
ance-tested.

Some of the tools Law Auto Body
uses on a regular basis include 1/4
and 3/8 ratchets, angle and straight
air grinders, belt sanders, file sanders
and polishers.

“You know you are getting a
quality tool. They are balanced and
just have a good feeling in your
hand,” said Ding. “They are strong
and hands-down, they are the most
powerful.”

A few months ago, they pur-
chased the ½ inch impact wrench.

“We found they are every bit as
good or better than the competitors
in the market,” he said. “The war-
ranty is better too, although I’ve

never had to use the warranty.”
Over the years, Ding said he

has owned tools from other compa-
nies that break down right away.
Even if they are under warranty, it
doesn’t help because technicians
need the tools at the shop rather
than the repair facility.

“I’d rather spend more and have
quality tools that last than rebuy tools
every six months or even sooner,”
said Ding. “All of our tools make us
money. Having broken tools or frus-
trated technicians isn’t helpful for the
shop.”

Although there is usually no
training necessary to operate the
tools, Ding said Packer is great at
demonstrating the products and ex-
plaining the differences between
them.

As an I-CAR platinum-certified
technician and being ASE master-
certified in collision repair, Ding rec-
ognizes the importance of continually
retraining and relearning.

“Once you say you know every-
thing, it’s time for you to retire because
every day things are changing,” he
said.

Within the last few months, the
shop has done a lot of post-repair
inspections.

“It’s important to do post-repair
inspections because so many poor
repairs are being done,” said Ding.
“It’s all about customer safety and
bringing the car back to a crash-
worthiness state.” 

Using tools such as the ones
from Florida Pneumatic has helped
the shop repair cars properly and
put customers’ best interests first.

The AIRCAT 802 3/8 inch
Composite Twin Pawl Ratchet
has 90 ft-lb loosening torque
and 280 RPM.

Florida Pneumatic’s AIRCAT 6700-6-336 6-inch Orbital Palm Sander
has a lubrication-free air motor.

The 0.6 HP motor on the AIRCAT
6525-A In-line Cut-off Tool provides
non-stall operation and has 18,000
RPM.

by Autobody News Staff Law Auto Body
Location: Bensenville, IL 
(630) 347-0347
www.lawautogroup.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: Eight

In Business Since: 2011

Number of Locations: One

DRP Programs: Zero

Combined Production Space:
10,000 square feet

AIRCAT a Division of Florida Pneumatic
Mfg. Corporation
(800) 356-3392
www.aircat.com
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GYS Welding Products Deliver Great Value to IL’s
Crash Champions

Crash Champions began as New
Lenox Auto Body in 1999, but after
15 years of owning a small collision
repair facility, President and CEO
Matt Ebert bought out his partner
because he wanted to expand the
business and bring high-quality re-
pairs to other towns near Chicago.

Ebert renamed the company to
embody his goal of being champi-
ons for his customers and opened
additional locations. Currently, there
are seven Crash Champions facili-
ties in Illinois.

With 137 employees repairing an
average of 1,000 vehicles monthly
and nine DRPs, it’s important that the
160,000 square feet of production
space at all of the Crash Champions
locations is stocked with the best
equipment in the industry for the
business’s success.

“Technology is advancing, and
with it, the need for training and
equipment is coming at a much
faster pace than it used to,” Ebert
said. “The technician shortage
pushes their pay higher, while we
also contend with increasing training
and equipment costs to ensure we
keep up with the changing needs of
vehicles today and we have what we
need to properly repair vehicles as
they change. To have our shops con-
tinue to do well in the future, we have
to make sure we keep up with all of
these changes in the present.”

These advancements in vehi-
cles include changes in materials
by many OEMs as they strive to
create lighter weight vehicles with-
out compromising durability and
safety. As a company that has ac-
quired 10 OEM certifications with
more in progress, Crash Champi-
ons knows that obtaining the right
equipment for the job is essential.

“After doing some extensive re-
search on many equipment suppliers
and OE requirements, we decided to
invest in multiple GYS products,”
said Pete Callaway, one of the di-
rectors at Crash Champions. “We
use the GYS Neopulse 300 T-2
pulse welder for our aluminum and
silica bronze needs. The GYSPOT
Inverter Spot Welder is [also] great
because it has many arms that are
quickly changeable, plus it can per-
form a self-calibration.”

Combining power and ergonom-
ics, the Neopulse 300 T-2 is a dou-
ble pulse mig/mag 270A welding
machine featuring connectors for
push/pull and spoolgun torches, plus
two integrated wire feeders that en-
able one of two wire types consecu-
tively. It also features two bottle
supports for two different types of
gas. The GYSPOT Inverter Spot
Welder, a single-sided gun that is
lightweight and easy to handle, is
ideal for welding requirements of
high-strength steels with 550 daN
electrode arms force at eight bars
and 13,000 amps of welding current.

Crash Champions also pur-
chased a GYS Speedliner Combi
230 Deluxe Steel and Aluminum
Dent Repair Station, designed for
any size repair, which allows them
to remove dents without disassem-
bling vehicle fittings and to repair
without replacing. 

According to Callaway, “The
Speedliner Combi dent repair kit has
really expedited the repair process
and assisted us in repairing panels
that would have required replace-
ment in the past. It reduces down-
time and improves profitability.”

Founded in 1964, GYS is a
French family-owned group that
operates worldwide. The company
engineers, designs and sells arc
welding, collision repair and auto-
motive battery service equipment.

“Mike Hildebrand and his team
at GYS are committed to excellent
customer service and have exe-
cuted other projects with which
we’ve tasked them,” Callaway said.
“The transition to the new equip-
ment was seamless, and after the
initial equipment installation, Preci-
sion Equipment Systems has visited

our shops several times to deliver
continuous training.

“The employees at Crash Cham-
pions are extremely happy with GYS
Welding’s equipment and are work-
ing more efficiently as a result. With
the ease of use, quality and service,
I can say the GYS products, along
with the support we receive from
Mike Hildebrand’s team, make the
purchases a great value!”

Ebert hopes to provide value at
each Crash Champions location. 

“We are a local MSO with an
owner who is very involved every
day,” Ebert stated. “We work hard to
be able to provide the same effi-
ciencies as the national MSOs, but
we offer the benefit of being small
enough that our employees and
customers never become ‘just a
number.’ We strive to ensure that all
of our new facilities are inviting for
customers and set up for an easy
workflow. I want to provide facilities
and a working environment where
customers want to do business, in-
surance and dealer partners want
to send their employees, and just
as importantly, people want to work
for us.” 

Crash Champions actively sup-
ports its local community by host-
ing an annual golf event to benefit
the Make a Wish program in Illi-
nois. The shop also collaborated
with One Warm Coat to collect
more than 100 winter coats for the
less fortunate. The facilities also
make an effort to be environmen-
tally friendly. Each location sprays
with PPG waterborne paints and
the newer locations are all energy
compliant, boasting LED lighting
and comprehensive recycling initia-
tives.

“The Speedliner Combi dent re-
pair kit has really expedited the
repair process and assisted us in
repairing panels that would have
required replacement in the past,”
said Pete Callaway, director of
Crash Champions.

Founded as a single location in 1999, Crash Champions has expanded to
become a seven-location MSO since 2014 (Pictured: Plainfield location,
opened in May 2017).

Crash Champions has found that
GYS Welding’s products offer a
great value, promoting efficiency
and profitability.

by Autobody News Staff Crash Champions
Location: New Lenox, IL
(877) 846-9500
www.crashchampions.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: MSO

Facility Employees: 137

In Business Since: 1999

Number of Locations: Seven

DRP Programs: Nine

Combined Production Space:
160,000 square feet

GYS Welding USA
Company Contact: Mike Hildebrand
(636) 405-2800
www.gysweldingusa.com
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Coleman Subaru & Kia Switched to Lusid Technology
and is Loving the Results

Things at the collision center at Cole-
man Subaru & Kia are looking up—
the business is getting better and
better every month.
Dennis Ippolito, collision cen-

ter manager, is proud of what the
company has achieved since he
took the position at Coleman ap-
proximately two years ago, but there
is always room for improvement, he
said.

“We’re constantly striving to im-
prove, and that means using the
right products, eliminating waste and
being a responsible member of the
community here in Trenton,” Ippolito
said. “Part of that progression led us
to Lusid Technology’s GEN20 wa-
terborne product, and we’re happy
we did. It was a smart move for the
business to make the switch and
we’re seeing the positive results of it
already.”

Ippolito, 28, is not a collision re-
pair lifer, but by learning as much as
he could about the industry and em-
powering his people to do a supe-
rior job, he has been on a fast track.
Four years ago, he was hired as a
service department greeter at an-
other dealership. Two years later,
he was named as the collision cen-
ter manager at Coleman Subaru &
KIA.

When Ippolito took over the
shop in 2016, he saw several things
he wanted to change. His paint de-
partment was high on his list.

“We started streamlining pro-
cesses, writing better estimates and
cutting expenses,” he said. “We
looked at our paint system and we
realized we were paying too much
for our paint, so we began looking
around to cut costs without com-
promising the work.”

Coleman Subaru & KIA has not
been using the Lusid system for
very long, but Ippolito has already
seen huge savings since making
the change.

“We’re spending 40 percent less
on the Lusid basecoat as opposed
to our former paint system, 71 per-
cent less on our primers and seal-
ers and the clearcoat is saving us at
least half,” he said. “We’ve learned
that you don’t always have to pay a
lot of money to get a quality product,
and Lusid is a very good example of

that.”
In addition, Ippolito’s painters

are getting better coverage with the
Lusid GEN20.

“We used to have to go with a
three-to-four step process, and now
we’re getting it done with just two,”
he said.

Lusid Technology’s technical
representative, John Panto, came
to the shop and spent three to four
days making sure that everything
transitioned smoothly.

“We have received a ton of sup-
port and hands-on training from
Lusid and our jobber BKE Distribu-
tors,” Ippolito said. “We don’t have
to travel to a school; they come
here and take our people through
all of the steps. They have the ex-
perience in the industry and know
their products inside and out, so re-
lying on them has enabled us to be
successful with Lusid GEN20.”

How does Ippolito like using a
waterborne product?

“The transition to GEN20 one-
coat coverage means less booth
time [and] the results are excellent,”
he said. “We’ve had zero issues and
our crew is comfortable working with
it, which is exceptional. We could
have saved a lot of money if we had
decided to go with a solvent paint,
but we opted for the Lusid GEN20
because we wanted to be a green
business.”

Ippolito also likes the fact that
Lusid GEN20 doesn’t have a strong
toxic smell and is better for his em-
ployees’ and neighbors’ health. 

“We are located right next to a

large, highly populated area here in
Trenton and we don’t want our neigh-
bors smelling our fumes,” he said.
“We want to be a responsible busi-
ness that cares about the community,
and the waterborne product has elim-
inated that smell completely.”

By leveraging the fact that they
spray a planet-friendly paint, Cole-
man Subaru & KIA is gaining much
respect for doing things right.

“I have had customers ask us if
we use waterborne paint, and we
are happy to explain the product
and the process to them,” Ippolito
said. “We have signage here that
advertises the fact that we use Lusid
GEN20, and I do believe people
care. I tell them that their car was
originally painted with a waterborne
paint, so we’re basically just return-
ing it back to its original condition.”

When it comes down to any
paint brand, support from the man-
ufacturer backed by local support
from a solid jobber is always a for-
mula for success. 

“Our jobber, Brian Elmer at BKE
Distributors, is very numbers-ori-
ented and has helped us cut costs in
many areas,” he said. “He has been
a jobber serving Coleman Subaru &
KIA since 1984 in one capacity or
another and has always made the
well-being of the shop number one.
John Panto from Lusid has also
been incredible and comes up with
all of the answers to our questions.
As we get better and better at using
this product, we’re going to become
even more efficient as we accom-
modate continual growth.”

Painter Mario Czapla is dialing in
even the most difficult colors with
the Lusid Technology system.

The collision center at Coleman Subaru & Kia is reaping the myriad 
benefits of spraying Lusid GEN20, including one-coat coverage.

Manager Dennis Ippolito said that
switching over to Lusid 
Technology's GEN20 waterborne
product has proven to be a a
smart business move on many
levels.

by Autobody News Staff Coleman Subaru & Kia
Location: Trenton, NJ 
(609) 883-2800
www.colemanbodyshop.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: Five

In Business Since: 1967

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
30,000 square feet

Lusid Technologies
(801) 966-5300
www.lusid.biz
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NJ Shop Is Saving 25% Without Sacrificing Quality
With Lusid

Shop owner Jerry Strak has been
fixing crashed cars since 1975. Al-
though he is hoping to retire within
the next few years, he still loves the
industry and is proud of the work
he’s done at Parkway Auto Body of
Ewing in Ewing, NJ, since 2006.

To survive in an extremely com-
petitive market, Strak’s bread and
butter is repeat business and refer-
rals, which is why he wants to use
products that save him money with-
out compromising his stellar repu-
tation. He’s all about keeping an eye
on the bottom line, but is more inter-
ested in doing a spectacular job for
every customer who comes through
his doors.

After coming to America in the
late 1980s from his native Poland,
Strak worked as a body technician
for a series of shops and quickly
earned much respect for his out-
standing work. Now a U.S. citizen
and shop owner, he can look back at
his days in Poland and reminisce.

“It is a totally different industry
there, with no DRPs for one,” Strak
said. “The customer settles the
claim with the insurance company,
and then they have to take the ve-
hicle first to a body shop and then
later to a separate paint shop to get
the job done. We would work on the
car and then send it to the paint
shop, and then it would come back
for final assembly. It wasn’t very ef-
ficient, but it seemed to work back
then.”

Repairing 450–500 vehicles an-
nually with a very talented crew of
four employees, Strak is all about
quality and won’t use any product
that doesn’t perform well, even if it
will save him money. In fact, his
paint department is so well-known
in his region that he often gets paint
work after other shops in his area
stumble along the way. 

“There are some shops around
here that tell customers they can get
their car painted for $300, for exam-
ple,” he said. “But, you get what you
pay for. They bring their cars here
after the fact and then we have to re-
do the work. It happens all the time.
When they see what we’ve done to
their vehicles, they’re delighted and
realize you can’t get a decent paint
job for $300.”

After spraying another water-
borne product for more than a
decade, Strak began to look around
for another paint company. The
costs were burying him, but he was-
n’t willing to switch unless he saw a
comparable product out there. After
meeting with several reps and talk-
ing to his jobber, Brian Elmer of
BKE Distributors, Strak decided to
sign on the dotted line with Lusid
Technology. He has been enam-
ored with the company ever since
for a wide range of reasons.

“When we switched over to the
Lusid product, it was seamless be-
cause we had been using another
waterborne paint already,” Strak
said. “We stopped using the old
product on a Friday and had the
Lusid GEN20 here the following
Monday; it was that fast. Our vet-
eran painter, John Wolak, knew
the ins and outs of using it because
the application and curing process
were somewhat similar. The quality
is comparable. The only real differ-
ence is the price, so we are making
more profit out of our paint depart-
ment, and that’s exceptional.”

With any vendor, support is a
big deal and responsiveness is key.

“The support we get from Lusid
is excellent. If we ever have any
questions, they’re quick with the an-
swers,” Strak said. “We rarely have
any issues with the Lusid system,
but if we do, there’s no problem. We

rely on the people at BKE Distribu-
tors and our rep is great, so it’s a
good relationship.”

When it comes to color match-
ing, Parkway is cruising along with
a nearly perfect record, Strak said.

“We use their 4 Angle Spec-
trophotometer to get accurate color
matches,” he said. “They have a
catalog of more than 70,000 formu-
lations, so we can match even the
newest colors. By spraying a test
panel, we can make sure that we’ve
got it down, but we rarely have to
re-paint anything, which of course
saves us more money. Comebacks
can slow us down, so Lusid’s cam-
era system is a lifesaver.”

By spraying a waterborne prod-
uct, Strak can sleep better at night
knowing he is using the safest prod-
uct on the market, he said.

“We switched to a waterborne
product back in 1998, long before
anyone else was doing it in this
area,” he said. “New Jersey was
talking about mandating water-
borne back then, so we wanted to
already be using it when the time
came. It’s better for our employees
and I feel better using a product
that is better for the environment.
We work around a lot of toxic things
around here, so using a planet-
friendly paint like Lusid’s water-
borne GEN20 is a big deal, and the
fact that we’re saving 25–35 per-
cent is also a huge bonus!”

Wolak is highly impressed with
the dead-on color matches he’s
getting with the Lusid Technology
system.

Parkway Auto Body of Ewing is saving 25–35 percent by using
Lusid Technology’s waterborne GEN20.

Head Painter John Wolak’s life
has been a lot easier since the
shop switched to Lusid.

by Autobody News Staff Parkway Auto Body of Ewing
Location: Ewing, NJ 
(609) 882-1144

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: Four

In Business Since: 2006

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
4,000 square feet

Lusid Technologies
(801) 966-5300
www.lusid.biz
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Matrix Wand Brings CARSTAR Right Choice the
Power of Information

While many body shop managers
don’t become managers until they’re
in their 30s or 40s, Brian Inman, the
General Manager at CARSTAR Right
Choice Collision Center in Tucson,
AZ, was managing a busy shop at
age 23. 

By working as a car detailer,
body man and shop foreman, Inman
(now 44) has excelled in literally
every aspect of the collision repair
industry over the years. So when he
finds a piece of equipment like the
Matrix Wand that can set him up for
even more success, it’s an absolute
no-brainer.

Inman has only been using the
Matrix Wand for six months, but he
is already happy that he decided to
acquire the device. 

“I was actually doing some re-
search about different measuring
systems and looking for something
that could be part of my upfront
process,” he said. “I wanted some-
thing that was affordable, easy to
use and didn’t require a full set-up
in order to operate. When we heard
about the Matrix Wand, we called
them and set up a demonstration.
It was exactly what I needed, be-
cause I wanted to be able to set up
a vehicle on a two-post lift, perform
a quick measurement and then
move on.” 

Once Inman acquired the de-
vice, he was ready to integrate it
into his production without hesita-
tion.

“I immediately made the Matrix
Wand part of my upfront process,”
he said. “Now I could catch all of
those little bumper hits that don’t
ever look like they’ve moved over,
but there is definitely some struc-
tural movement there. With the Ma-
trix Wand, we can capture more
repairs and keep more money in
the shop while also cutting down on
comebacks. It’s definitely become
an integral part of our upfront
process. First we map the car, then
scan it and then we use the Matrix
Wand as soon as it comes into the
shop. Within one year, the Matrix
Wand will pay for itself—no doubt in
my mind.”

The Matrix Wand plays a pivotal
role in every repair at CARSTAR
Right Choice Collision Center.

“We always continually re-mea-
sure the vehicle along the way and
do a post-measurement as well,”
Inman said. “The Matrix Wand is so
easy to use. It takes approximately
15 minutes to set it up and shoot a
picture to verify that you’ve done
your pulls and that everything meas-
ures out within the specs. Even if we
get a car here with only minor side
impact, we use the device and in
many cases, we find more issues
with the Matrix Wand.”

Comprehensive training pro-
vided by Matrix helped Inman’s crew
learn how to use the device effec-
tively, he said.

“Matrix came here to the shop
and gave us a two-day training that
was really beneficial,” Inman said.
“Everyone here went through the
training, but four of us use it on a
regular basis. Sometimes, I will use
the Matrix Wand out in the parking
lot while I’m writing a sheet, even
if the car is not being dropped off,
because if I can find something an-
other shop can’t, I have an advan-
tage.”

Being a CARSTAR shop is an-
other distinct advantage for Inman
and his business, he said. 

“They’re one of the largest
MSOs in the country right now—
larger than Service King or Caliber,”
he said. “CARSTAR gives me a na-
tionwide warranty, a national pres-
ence, MSO platforms and DRPs,
like with our State Farm program.
We also get preferred access to
products and discounts on materi-
als, group buying advantages and

many other things across the board,
so it’s an incredible organization and
we’re very happy to be a part of it.”

Inman values solid customer
support, but with a great product
like the Matrix Wand, he hasn’t re-
quired a great deal from the com-
pany. 

“They have a great support
team at Matrix, but to be honest we
haven’t had to use their services
very much, because the device
performs well and hasn’t had any
issues at all,” he said. “They call
me all the time just to make sure
that everything is going right—that
we’re still happy with the product
and that it is still working well. We
deal directly with them and most of
the time, I deal with Jan, the owner
of the company, which means a
lot.” 

CARSTAR Right Choice loves
using the Matrix Wand to find repairs
it wouldn’t find normally, even though
the shop has only been using it for
less than a year.

“It pays for itself every day,”
Inman said. “Even if I can show that
we measured a vehicle with the
wand and there isn’t any structural
damage, I’m still charging for that
initial digital setup and measure-
ment and providing a printout for the
insurance company. That way, they
get that peace of mind as well, and
we’re all covered.

“We can all sleep better at night
by using the wand, because we
have the data right in our hands and
in this industry right now, documen-
tation is key.”

CARSTAR Right Choice loves
using its Matrix Wand to find 
repairs it wouldn’t find normally. 

The Matrix Wand plays a pivotal role in every repair at CARSTAR Right
Choice Collision Center.

From left , Technicians Victor
Schmit, Bert Gastellum and 
Kenneth Nuckolls are all adept at
using the Matrix Wand at
CARSTAR Right Choice 
Collision Center.

by Autobody News Staff CARSTAR Right Choice 
Collision Center 
Location: Tucson, AZ  
(520) 668-2823

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: Seven

In Business Since: 2014

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
10,000 square feet

Matrix Electronic Measuring, Inc.
(800) 424-8023
Matrix@thematrixwand.com 
www.matrixwand.com 
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MT Body Shop Finds Norton’s High-Quality Products
Dependable, Economical

When Mark Mortensen opened Ac-
tion Auto Body South in 2008, the
body shop owner didn’t hesitate when
choosing a name.

Prior to establishing his own
business in Hamilton, MT, Mortensen
worked for another body shop for 14
years in Missoula with the same
name—Action Auto Body. The colli-
sion repair facility, owned by Darr
Riggert, had just opened when
Mortensen was hired. With a back-
ground in body work and a passion
for old cars, Mortensen helped Rig-
gert build the shop from the ground
up.

“He knew the paint end of it and
I knew the body end, so we worked
in conjunction with each other,” said
Mortensen.

Over the years, he learned about
the business side of things, which in-
cluded how to effectively talk to cus-
tomers, write estimates and the ins
and outs of running the front office.

“Darr really helped me make the
final decision to open my own body
shop and use the same name,” said
Mortensen.

Since then, Mortensen has run
Action Auto Body South in the small
town of Hamilton with the assistance
of three full-time employees; his wife,
Marianne, who helps with bookkeep-
ing; and one part-time high school
apprentice. He takes pride in operat-
ing his shop with top-of-the-line prod-
ucts he can depend on, such as the
ones from Norton|Saint-Gobain.

Norton|Saint-Gobain, based in
Worcester, MA, is a leader in abra-
sive and non-abrasive products for
grinding, cutting, blending, finishing
and polishing products for a wide
array of markets, materials and ap-
plications. The company has deliv-
ered abrasive solutions for more
than 130 years and has a strong
presence in communities across the
United States and Canada. This has
enabled its customers to shape and
surface-finish all types of materials,
even in the most complex and chal-
lenging applications.

Mortensen first learned about
Norton|Saint-Gobain products in high
school while working at a local body
shop for six years, and has continued
using them throughout his career.
When he opened Action Auto Body

South, Norton|Saint-Gobain repre-
sentative Grady Howard helped
Mortensen purchase cabinets and
other needed items to set up his busi-
ness and get organized.

The shop now purchases a wide
variety of Norton|Saint-Gobain prod-
ucts from its distributor, National Coat-
ings and Supplies (NCS), including
sandpaper, adhesives for glue panels,
tape, masking paper, seamsealer and
Norton|Saint-Gobain’s buffing system
for polishing cars.

Mortensen said the employees
have been very happy with the
training they have received on the
company’s adhesive line of prod-
ucts, as well as the support from
Norton|Saint-Gobain.

“I’ve been really pleased with the
quality, said Mortensen. “What I like
most is the economical pricing of the
products. We’ve found that they cost
half the price of similar products on
the market, and last just as long in
my opinion.”

Recently, Action Auto Body began
using the Norton VAC RACK™, a
new customizable, truly portable vac-
uum system introduced to the market
in the spring of 2018 by Norton|Saint
-Gobain.

“It’s a really good product,”
Mortensen said.

The portable vacuum unit can be
easily moved throughout the shop
and runs two dual action sanders in

addition to a manual setting to block
sand. The system features a wet in-
dicator to help prevent potential unit
and tool damage and an automatic
filter cleaning system for the ultimate
dust removal—all in an extremely
quiet and powerful system.

“Before using Norton’s VAC
RACK, we had sanders without the
dust collection, so dust would collect
on the floor and form a cloud around
the technicians while they were sand-
ing,” said Mortensen. “VAC RACK
sucks up the dust really well and is
simple to use.”

After using the product over the
last several months, he has found
that it keeps the shop cleaner over-
all, which is safer for employees.
Being safe and environmentally re-
sponsible are important focuses for
the body shop, which uses Axalta
Coatings Spies Hecker water-based
paint line.

Looking forward, Action Auto Body
South plans to keep its business grow-
ing.

“That’s always the main goal—to
keep growing,” said Mortensen. “It’s
a struggle when you’re in rural Mon-
tana working in a limited geographi-
cal area.”

He does this by staying current
with industry information and train-
ing, attending tradeshows and using
dependable products, such as the
ones from Norton|Saint-Gobain.

Mark Mortensen has run Action
Auto Body South in the small
town of Hamilton, MT, since 2008.

Action Auto Body South purchases a wide variety of Norton products
for its business.

Norton’s VAC RACK™ helps keep
the body shop cleaner, which is
safer for employees.

by Autobody News Staff Action Auto Body South
Location: Hamilton, MT
(406) 375-2595
www.actionautobodysouth.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: Six

In Business Since: 2008

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
6,700 square feet

Norton|Saint-Gobain
(800) 456-8444 
www.nortonabrasives.com
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PERFECT FOR AUTOMOTIVE
SURFACE PREP IN COLLISION

OR RESTORATION SHOPS.

Light weight,
durable gun,
Rechargeable
lithium ion battery,
Two emitter pins
and safety keys.

The Kit includes:
>

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION ON OUR PRODUCTS CALL: 716-773-7634
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NRD Anti-Static Device Saves Time, Money for
Hi-Tech Auto Body

Daniel Markarian, the owner of Hi-
Tech Auto Body, is young for being
a shop owner at just 33 years of
age.

However, by making smart deci-
sions and expanding on the business
his father created, he is succeeding
in a market that is changing every
day.

In 1990, Daniel’s father, Jack,
opened Hi-Tech Auto Body and
quickly turned it into a flourishing
business by stressing customer
service and quality. The shop cur-
rently specializes in repairing high-
end vehicles such as BMW, Mer-
cedes, Lexus, Porsche, VW, Audi,
Toyota and Honda, and does a large
amount of dealership work as well.
In addition, Daniel recently opened
a shop right next door called Ab-
solute Body Works that does strictly
fleet work for a national rental car
company.

Jack is retired and living in
Florida now, but his path to becom-
ing a shop owner wasn’t easy. 

“He came here from Lebanon
when he was only 15, but he learned
the business and after a while, he
wanted to start his own shop,” Daniel
said. “So he borrowed $10,000 from
my grandfather. In 2013, my father
retired. I owe everything to the man,
because he was a smart business-
man and taught me everything I
know.”

Daniel has embraced doing fleet
work because none of the repairs are
extensive. By working fast and turn-
ing cars over, he can make money
drama-free.

“It’s the same cars, same parts
and only one client when it comes to
fleet work,” he said. “Most of the re-
pairs are dented doors, hoods and
cosmetic work and average $800–
$1,200, so it’s a comfortable niche
for us.”

In the automotive industry, elec-
trostatic discharge is a constant
challenge in a world where perfec-
tion is the only option. Static attracts
dust and unwanted particles, mak-
ing it very difficult to keep surfaces
clean and causing blemishes in
paint finishes and other work sur-
faces. It’s absolutely essential to
eliminate static from the environ-
ment—at every stage of painting—

in order to avoid costly reworking.
NRD manufactures specialty

ionizers for the auto body industry
to eliminate surface contamination.
These ionizers allow you to keep
the surface clean so you can avoid
unnecessary reworking and buffing,
saving both time and money. 

The Neutralizer® AC Auto Body
Refinishing Anti-static Gun Model
6500 incorporates the efficiency
and power of an air amplifier with
the proven technology of corona
ionization to produce a highly effec-
tive anti-static blow-off gun. It’s per-
fect for automotive surface prep in
collision or restoration shops. 

Daniel was convinced when his
jobber demonstrated NRD’s Neu-
tralizer® AC Auto Body Refinishing
Anti-static Gun for the first time, he
said. 

“Richie McMahon from Stone
Auto Body Supply came here and
said to check it out. He put a strand
of hair on a bumper and it stuck, but
when he used the gun on it, that hair
ran away. We tried to place the hair
back on the bumper, but it wouldn’t
do it,” Daniel said. “That’s when we
realized that we needed to get this
device.”

By using the Neutralizer AC
Auto Body Refinishing Anti-static
Gun by NRD, the crew at Hi-Tech is
able to prevent dust and debris from
getting on a vehicle during the paint-
ing process.

“We use the device on the car
before we paint it and after each

stage,” Daniel said. “We do it after
the basecoat, following the second
coat and then again when we apply
the clear. It also eliminates fisheyes
and the finished product is amaz-
ing—it looks like glass!” 

Daniel is delighted with the re-
sult because he is saving time and
money by using the AC Auto Body
Refinishing Anti-static Gun Model
6500. 

“In the end, it adds maybe two
minutes to the entire painting pro-
cess, but it saves so much more time
overall because we don’t have to wet
sand and buff the cars, which means
that we can get them back to the
customers more quickly,” he said. “It
saves us time on our prep work and
also cuts down on labor and materi-
als, which is what you always want
from any piece of equipment.”

Daniel likes the fact that NRD
makes tools and equipment that are
used in laboratories and clean
rooms because he looks at his paint
booth the same way, he said. 

“We do everything we possibly
can to create a dust-free environ-
ment, but the bottom line is that body
shops create dust,” he said. “I am al-
ways working with my painters to
keep dust out of the booth. We do a
good job of it, but it still gets in there.
That’s why we need the AC Auto
Body Refinishing Anti-static Gun by
NRD. After using it for just one week,
it already paid for itself and now it’s
become a huge part of our overall
production process here.”

The NRD Neutralizer® AC Auto
Body Refinishing Anti-static Gun
paid for itself after just one week,
according to Daniel Markarian.

Hi-Tech Auto Body was established in 1990 and serves the entire 
Cambridge, MA, area. 

Shop Owner Daniel Markarian
loves NRD's Neutralizer® AC Auto
Body Refinishing Anti-static Gun
to keep dust and grime away
from his finishes.

by Autobody News Staff Hi-Tech Auto Body, Inc. 
Location: Cambridge, MA
(617) 876-9545
www.hitechautobodyinc.com 

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 15

In Business Since: 1990

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
25,000 square feet

NRD, LLC
Company Contact: Colleen Clancy
Product Marketing Manager
Grand Island, NY 14072
(800) 525-8076
www.nrdllc.com
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Original One Parts’ Certified Original OEM Parts Allow
MO Shop to Provide Customers Better Repairs

When repairing vehicles for their
customers, Josh Lineberry, man-
ager at James Auto Body and Glass,
said it is paramount to use the best
parts possible.

“We try to use OEM parts, not
just because of what the insurance
company recommends, but [for] a
better repair overall,” said Lineberry.
“All changes in parts are approved
first by the customer and the insur-
ance, when needed.”

Based in Missouri, James Auto
Body and Glass attributes part of
the success of its three locations to
using high-quality parts, such as
those that can be purchased from
Original One Parts. Headquartered
in St. Louis, MO, Original One Parts
provides reconditioned 100 percent
certified OEM parts nationwide.
They are harvested from vehicles
across the country and then aggre-
gated at the company’s refinishing
facilities where they undergo a rig-
orous clean-up and certification
process. Lineberry said the result is
a like-new OEM part at an after-
market price.

“Several months ago, an insur-
ance company had written one of
their parts on an estimate and we
decided to use it since the company
was somewhat local to us,” said
Lineberry, who manages the com-
pany’s Cape Girardeau location. “It
came in and we found that it was
actually a fantastic part.”

Since then, James Auto Body
and Glass has been ordering parts
regularly from Original One Parts
through CCC ONE. These include
a trailer hitch, impact bars, control
arms, engine crossmembers, tow
hooks and spare carriers.

“It has been fantastic,” he said.
“From the very first time we ordered
from them, they were very informa-
tive on the phone and let us know ex-
actly what we needed, when it would
be here and how it would come. It
came as promised, and honestly it
was better quality than what we were
expecting.”

The company also followed up
to ensure James Auto Body and
Glass was satisfied with the parts
and service.

“For the type of parts you are
ordering, most companies charge

you some form of freight or ship-
ping,” said Lineberry. “Original One
Parts doesn’t.”

The shop has received free
ground shipping and freight on
everything it has ordered, and there
is also a 24-hour delivery option.

Original One Parts developed
an exclusive "Vintegrity" certifica-
tion process, which ensures all the
parts are genuine OE, specifically
matched to the VIN and are the
same specifications for form, fit,
function and finish as they were
when the part was new.  They also
offer a lifetime warranty.

Lineberry said the parts require
no clean-up and have fit well, which
has saved both time and labor in
the shops, helping reduce cycle
time and increase productivity.

That has been a huge benefit for
the company, which was established
in 1930 by Joe James, Sr. James
operated James Wrecker Service
and James Garage under one roof
in Cape Girardeau, MO. By the mid-
1950s, he had expanded the busi-
ness to include glass work and
eventually moved into collision re-
pair. He started James Glass Serv-
ice in 1980.

James began phasing out the
wrecker service and devoted more
time to what had become the busi-
ness’s primary focus—collision re-
pair and glass work. He dissolved
James Wrecker Service and James

Garage became James Auto Body
and Glass in 1990.

James Auto Body and Glass
continued to grow over the years,
and currently has three locations in
Cape Girardeau, Sikeston and Ste.
Genevieve. The full-service shops
primarily focus on in-house body
work, frame work and collision-re-
lated mechanical, paint and glass
work.

“We’re very similar to the way
Original One Parts operates,” said
Lineberry. “We strive for basically
perfect customer service and try to
do the job right the very first time, in-
stead of having it returned and then
redoing it because the insurance
company wanted to use a lesser
part.

“The main thing about Original
One that they are surely awesome
about is how they recondition parts
that nobody else does. It’s really
good that someone is out there re-
conditioning control arms and safety-
related parts, where before you had
no other alternative—it was either
new, aftermarket or used.”

He said an insurance company
might write an estimate for an after-
market part, but James Auto Body
can “…use that money, with the cus-
tomer’s approval, and put it toward
Original One Parts and get a recon-
ditioned OEM part that is going to
hold up better and ensure a better
repair for the customer.”

James Auto Body and Glass
operates three locations, including
one in Cape Girardeau—shown
here.

The technician finishes installing the Original One Part lower control
arm and pulling the frame back to specifications, using an electronic
measuring system.

A technician at James Auto Body
and Glass preps a vehicle for the
installation of an Original One
Part lower control arm.

by Autobody News Staff James Auto Body and Glass
Location: Cape Girardeau, MO
(573) 334-8000
www.jamesautobodyandglass.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair and Glass

Facility Employees: 30

In Business Since: 1930

Number of Locations: Three

DRP Programs: Seven

Combined Production Space:
58,000 square feet

Original One Parts 
(877) 441-0001
www.originaloneparts.com
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It’s an exciting time for Dylan Maki,
VP of Maki Body & Glass in Grand
Rapids, MN, as he continues his fam-
ily’s legacy by taking over the shop
from his father, Brian, who is getting
ready to retire.

In addition, Dylan and his fish-
ing partner, Joe Bricko, recently
won the Minnesota State Fishing
Championship on Lake Vermilion
and are currently preparing to com-
pete in Nationals. 

There’s a lot going on for Dylan,
25, because the shop is constantly
busy and he often wears several
hats to keep things rolling along.

“I’m the head estimator here
and I also act as the shop’s produc-
tion manager,” he said. “I also do
payroll and will pretty much do any-
thing around here when needed. If
we’re real busy, I’ll jump in and help
with the production by fixing a
bumper or whatever else it takes.” 
Rayno Maki started the busi-

ness 66 years ago, back when cars
were not computers on wheels.
Today, his grandson knows that to
repair today’s vehicles correctly, it
comes down to extensive training
and using the finest tools and prod-
ucts available.

“We stress training here a lot,
and all of our techs frequently at-
tend classes learning how to im-
prove,” Dylan said. “Everyone here
is I-CAR certified and two of our
body men are I-CAR Platinum. We
want to be at the forefront and
ahead of the curve, because this in-
dustry is changing at a crazy rate.” 

Dylan learned that hard work
pays off back when he was 9 years
old and helping out at the shop
when he wasn’t in school.

“I was in the shop one day and
announced that I needed a new bi-
cycle because the other one was
too small for me,” he said. “My fa-
ther told me that if I wanted a new
bike, I better get to work, so I came
in every day for a while to sweep
the floors, and that’s when I started
realizing that I really like this busi-
ness. I got my new bicycle, but
most importantly, I found a career!” 

Almost two years ago, Dylan
and his father decided to make
the switch to PPG’s Envirobase®

High Performance line, a water-

borne basecoat system that has
helped their entire operation in
several important areas.

“James Feickert, our local PPG
Territory Manager, called us one day
and then came here to do a demo
of the PPG finishes,” Dylan said.
“He gave us a great presentation
and showed us how the system
works from basecoat to clearcoat,
and we were sold after that. After we
signed the contract, PPG provided
fantastic training. They showed us
how to maximize the production out
of our paint department, along with
educating our painter about how to
effectively spray the product. We
were extremely impressed by the
entire process.”

Dylan loves using a waterborne
product and hasn’t encountered
any issues, which has allowed him
to concentrate on other important
things, he said.

“The quality of the Envirobase
High Performance system is con-
sistently excellent and we haven’t
had any problems curing the vehi-
cles either,” he said. “Even when it
gets muggy here in Minnesota, our
painter has been trained on how to
deal with it, and we never need to
re-paint a vehicle as a result.” 

The color matching that Dylan
is getting from his PPG system is
also saving him time and of course,
money. 

“Our color matching now from

PPG is second to none, especially
when we’re dealing with tricky
three-stages,” he said. “Our least
favorite color used to be the Ford
RR three-stage red that comes in
about 12 different variances. It took
us only two to three paint jobs with
the PPG waterborne system to dial
in this color.” 

Dylan loves the product, but the
knowledge he has received through
the company is just as important,
he said. 

“James Feickert has really
helped us organize our shop better
and get things flowing by introduc-
ing us to the lean ‘5S’ system,” he
said. “It contains five steps and we
did them all, and we can see the re-
sults here every day. Flow is really
critical, because we only have one
booth. Last year, we set a goal to
paint two more cars a week and we
surpassed that number, so that
proves that PPG is truly enabling us
to be a more productive shop.” 

Now that his paint concerns have
disappeared, Dylan can now focus
on winning the Fishing Nationals
later this year.

“Fishing is a lot like painting a
car—there’s a science to it and you
need to figure out patterns,” he
said. “You have to develop a game
plan, and PPG has exceeded our
expectations in that area because
their product is excellent and their
advice has been amazing.”

When Dylan Maki isn't running a
busy shop, he is winning fish 
tournaments by landing fat
walleyes like this one. 

From left, Brian Maki and Dylan Maki run a shop that was established
by Dylan's grandfather Rayno more than 66 years ago. 

Head Painter Greg Peterson loves
spraying PPG Envirobase at 
Maki Body & Glass, because the
finished product is always 
spectacular. 

by Autobody News Staff Maki Body & Glass
Location: Grand Rapids, MN
(218) 910-1015
www.makibodyandglass.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 14

In Business Since: 1952

Number of Locations: One

DRP Programs: 11

Largest Production Space:
40,000 square feet

Automotive Refinish 
PPG
Company Contact: Cathy Rusnak
(440) 572-2800
rusnak@ppg.com
www.ppgrefinish.com

MN Shop Fishes Around for Top Waterborne Product,
Catches PPG Envirobase HP
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Rapid Tac Saves Star Body Works Collision Centers
From Sticky Situations

Star Body Works Collision Centers
is a four-shop MSO located in Ore-
gon that offers collision services for
everything except restoration, in ad-
dition to running a 24-hour towing
company.

Company-wide, Star Body Works
repairs an average of 300 vehicles
monthly, and a significant amount of
its refinish work includes stickers, de-
cals and graphics. According to Tyler
Reinhardt, body shop manager for
Star Body Works’ Grants Pass loca-
tion, the job is made much easier with
Rapid Tac’s Cleaner and Application
Fluid.

“I’ve used Rapid Tac for as long
as I can remember,” Reinhardt said.
“It makes the job easier for one per-
son to do it right. When you add
graphics without using the applica-
tion fluid, it’s stuck as soon as you
apply it, but spraying Rapid Tac on
the back of the sticker allows it to
cling without fully setting, giving us
time to adjust and reset it so that it’s
in the perfect position. Then, I just
squeegee the area to remove any
fluid, and the sticker sets. Aligning
larger graphics used to be a two-
man job, but with Rapid Tac, I can
do it myself, plus it reduces the risk
of wrinkles, bubbles or other distor-
tions. Rapid Tac is like miracle juice
for putting on stickers!”

Besides saving money on labor
costs, Star Body Works has seen
the financial benefits of Rapid Tac
in the increased accuracy of its ap-
plications.

“Rapid Tac reduces the likeli-
hood of a mistake, which means we
don’t have to pay to replace some-
thing that we may have messed up
without it. It’s so easy to use too—
you just spray the product out of the
bottle, so no training was required,”
Reinhardt said.

Because Rapid Tac is so reliable
and easy to use, Reinhardt has never
had the need to utilize the company’s
customer service department. How-
ever, he recently ran into the owner
of Rapid Tac, with whom he held a
conversation about how the product
works for the shop.

“His genuine interest speaks vol-
umes,” Reinhardt said. “The product
just makes the process so much
easier by tenfold. Our employees
feel the same way I do. Rapid Tac’s

Cleaner and Application Fluid is the
only product of its kind, and it really
helps us avoid some sticky situa-
tions.”

Star Body Works Collision Cen-
ter was founded in 1948 in its origi-
nal Medford location. After changing
hands a couple times, it was pur-
chased by Arthur Lamensdorf,
who has since bequeathed the busi-
ness to his sons and current owners,
Mark and Art Jr.Under the Lamens-
dorfs’ ownership, the company has
expanded to add three new shops in
Ashland, Grants Pass and Rogue
River as well as its 24-hour towing
company. They are currently build-
ing a new location in Medford, set to
open later this year, in order to ex-
pand their 18,000-square-foot shop
to a 30,000-square-foot facility.

The shop is also environmen-
tally conscious, spraying with PPG
Envirobase waterborne paints and
conserving as much energy as pos-
sible. It also disposes its waste
through Safety Clean.

Star Body Works Collision Cen-
ters is I-CAR Gold certified, and each
location has obtained a variety of
OEM certifications.

“We are all fully equipped with
everything needed to do the job at
hand,” Reinhardt said. “There is
nothing we need to turn away be-
cause we aren’t equipped for it.”

Reinhardt feels that it’s impor-
tant to be properly equipped these
days because of constant enhance-
ments in technology.

“Everything is getting smarter,” he
said. “We are outsmarted by our cars
every day and see mind-blowing stuff
like On Star integrations, preliminary
diagnostics scans, crash mitigation

and so much more. So much tech-
nology is being put in place, and this
industry is becoming so electronic
and computerized that almost every
vehicle has to be plugged into some
kind of scanning system.

“With all the technological ad-
vancements, it’s becoming more and
more complex and more expensive
to repair vehicles. Vehicles are engi-
neered to give in upon impact and
parts are made to crumble, so it’s be-
coming more about replacement
than repairs these days, and I see
that trend continuing into the future.”

The number one thing that
makes Star Body Works stand out,
according to Reinhardt, is that the
shops are “100 percent community-
involved. Our owners put a lot of
emphasis on doing right in the com-
munity, and there aren’t many busi-
nesses like that. This is the first
place I’ve ever worked that doesn’t
spend their marketing budget on
ads. Instead, they use it to focus on
bettering the community we live in.” 

Star Body Works Collision Cen-
ters allows the local police agencies
to train their narcotics dogs in the
shops’ impound lots, and are very
supportive of the Boys and Girls
Club. In addition to participating in
Toys for Tots annually, the Lamens-
dorfs took over the Rogue Valley Toy
Run with Mark Daley at Thunder-
struck last year. The shops have also
donated three vehicles to NABC’s
Recycled Rides since 2016.

Reinhardt stressed, “We want
our community to have a good im-
pression of our shops, and we want
Star Body Works to be a good name
they know they can trust for the re-
pairs they need.”

Rapid Tac helps Star Body Works
apply graphics easily, saving time
and manpower.

Star Body Works strives to bring value to its community.

Reinhardt demonstrates how
easy it is for one person to use
Rapid Tac.

by Autobody News Staff Star Body Works Collision
Center
Location: Grants Pass, OR
(541) 479-1191
www.starcollisioncenters.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: MSO

Facility Employees: 50

In Business Since: 1948

Number of Locations: Four, plus
towing company

DRP Programs: 14 Medford,
6 Grants Pass, 10 Talent, 4 Rogue River

Combined Production Space:
30,500 square feet

Rapid Tac
Company Contact: Jeff Bailey
(541) 474-1113
jeff@rapidtac.com 
www.rapidtac.com
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RAE has demonstrated superior customer service for over 30 years while tailoring its 
equipment solutions to the ever-changing automotive market. It is our goal to support 
new technology and provide our customers with the correct resources to repair 
vehicles consistent with manufacturers approved methods and procedures.

Start Fixing
“The Right Way”

RAE
Reliable Automotive Equipment, Inc.

RAE-NA35-10

X-press 800
Approved for Tesla.

InvertaSpot GT

RAE-ProWoTech Body Repair Station

Fully automatic spot 
welder developed 
according to car 
manufactures 
speci!cations. 

The OEM approved aluminum room.

Immersion separation 
vacuum.  The safest 
solution in the 
automotive collision 
repair market. (Fume 
arm sold separately)

Reliable Automotive Equipment    800-328-7855    raeservice.com
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NJ’s Ultimate Collision Depends on Reliable Automotive
Equipment for Everything Needed for Proper Repairs

Ultimate Collision in Edison, NJ,
opened its doors for business in
1988.

“I grew up in this industry, and
there’s nothing I can’t do,” said shop
owner Jerry McNee. “My focus is on
correctly repairing cars. We stand up
for our customers behind the scenes
and make sure the work is done cor-
rectly as advertised.”

The 10,000-square-foot facility
employs 28 industry professionals,
most of whom are I-CAR Platinum-
certified and ASE Master Techni-
cians. They repair an average of
130 vehicles monthly, servicing six
DRPs. Ultimate Collision also offers
towing, storage, paintless dent re-
moval and car rental services.

“We’re equipped with everything
you can imagine needing,” McNee
said. “From welders and frame ma-
chines to our measuring system and
aluminum dent pullers, we have it all.”

McNee depends on Reliable Au-
tomotive Equipment for all of the best
products in the industry to enable
him to do what he does best—repair
cars. In addition to being I-CAR Gold
and ASE-certified, Ultimate Collision
has received more than a dozen
OEM certifications and training from
Honda/Acura, Audi, Bentley, Cadillac
CT6, Chrysler, Ford F-150, Porsche,
Tesla, VW, Nissan, Nissan GTR,
Jeep, Fiat, GMC, Hyundai BMW and
Volvo.

In fact, McNee said, “Ultimate
Collision has more OEM certifications
than any other shop in New Jersey,
according to the Variable Rate Sys-
tem.”

The quest for OEM certification
led McNee to strengthen his rela-
tionship with Reliable Automotive
Equipment, which began sporadi-
cally almost two decades ago.

“I dealt with Dave here and there
over the years, but in the past 10
years, I’ve really started relying on
him because he holds the keys to a
lot of equipment needed for OEM
certification,” McNee said. “The ma-
jority of Reliable’s tools are approved
by multiple OEMs, so it saves us
time and money because we don’t
have to invest in similar products that
aren’t used on as many vehicles.”

McNee believes OEM certifi-
cation is a huge part of the indus-

try’s future.
“Over the next 10 years, I see a

decrease of 10,000 to 18,000 shops
in the U.S. because they won’t be
able to keep up with the technologi-
cal advancements, tooling and
equipment needed for OEM certifi-
cations,” he said. “Nearly 80 percent
of shops in this country are not prop-
erly equipped, and the manufactur-
ers noticed what’s taking place.
Inadequate aftermarket parts are
used, and repairs are improperly per-
formed. This hurts the OEMs’ and in-
dustry’s reputation, so they are taking
a proactive stance—and it’s going to
put shops out of business.

“OEM-recommended procedures
have been the biggest thing on the in-
dustry’s mind since the John Eagle
case. Yet the insurance companies
and adjusters don’t seem to know or
care; it’s a bean-counting situation
coming from upper management at
an insurance company. We fare bet-
ter than most because we educate
our customers and appraisers, but
most shops eventually give up be-
cause the insurance companies con-
tinually ignore market conditions.”

Restoring vehicles to their pre-
accident condition is the top priority
at Ultimate Collision. McNee has
even been utilizing VeriFacts for a
random monthly audit of vehicles
since 2012.

“They check the disassembly,
repairs, storage, equipment and
use of OEM procedures, all of it,
and provide coaching as needed,”
he said. “Not many shops are will-
ing to open themselves up to that
level of scrutiny, but we police these
cars as if they were our own, fol-
lowing all repair procedures.

“It’s imperative that we offer top
quality repairs to ensure our cus-
tomers’ safety, and in order to do that,
we must have the proper tools. When
we need something, we call Reliable
Automotive Equipment. Dave is al-
ways eager to bring us what we need
and to provide the necessary training
on the equipment. He’s always there
for us when we need something, and
my team really likes the products. It
does wonders when you have the
right equipment for the job.”

Ultimate Collision also makes
sure it has the right equipment to stay
on the cutting-edge of eco-friendly ef-
forts. In addition to spraying with
BASF Glasurit 90-line waterborne
paints, Ultimate sprays with nitrogen-
enriched air and utilizes LED lights
throughout the facility. McNee has
also installed 98 solar panels on the
roof to provide an environmentally
conscious means of powering the fa-
cility.

McNee initially studied welding
during his voc-tech education, but
switched to auto body and found
that it came easy to him. After grad-
uating in 1981, he worked in a few
shops and was eventually in line to
be promoted to management. How-
ever, questioning the security of the
position, he realized, “If I could do it
for someone else, under those con-
ditions, I could certainly run my own
shop for myself!”

McNee opened Ultimate Colli-
sion in 1988, driving an hour to work
each day and building his business
from nothing. Eventually, he built his
new location in 2000 and started ex-
pansion plans six years ago, finish-
ing his addition, a truly start-of-the-art
facility, in March 2017.

Reliable Automotive Equipment
provides Ultimate Collision with
the industry’s best to ensure
proper, safe repairs to OEM 
specifications.

Ultimate Collision offers high-quality repairs and is certified by more
than a dozen OEMs.

by Autobody News Staff Ultimate Collision
Location: Edison, NJ
(732) 494-1900
www.ultimatecollisioninc.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 28

In Business Since: 1988

DRP Programs: Six

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
10,000 square feet 

Reliable Automotive Equipment
Company Contact: Bill Nortrup
Bill@rae1.com
(732) 495-7900
(800) 328-7855
www.raeservice.com
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Loid’s Collision Center Finds Incredible Value in
Relationship With Robaina Direct

Chris Loidolt, owner of Loid’s Col-
lision Center in Albuquerque, NM,
first became familiar with Robaina
Direct in 2015 when BMW an-
nounced its intention of requiring
certified shops to use Robaina’s
Eco Repair System kit for steel and
aluminum panel repair. 

Loidolt said, “Although the BMW
requirement didn’t go into effect until
2017, we started buying products
from Bryan at Robaina Direct in
2016 for the BMW CRCC program.
We purchased the EcoRepairSys-
tem.com steel and aluminum sys-
tems, and since then, the quality and
speed of our repairs have increased
significantly.

“Robaina’s panel repair tools
made an incredible difference in our
business. It allows us to fix parts we
would have needed to replace in
the past. Using the Eco Repair Sys-
tem kit allowed us to speed up our
technician stall throughput, reduc-
ing cycle time and touch time while
increasing overall gross profit.
From 2015 to 2016, our revenue in-
creased by $400,000, and much of
that increase can be attributed to
Robaina’s product.”

Loidolt feels that BMW made a
wise decision when the manufac-
turer decided to require the use of
Robaina Direct’s Eco Repair Sys-
tem kit. 

“The Robaina Direct Eco Re-
pair System panel repair program
has definitely helped our business
in tremendous ways,” he said. “It
has influenced production workflow
very positively, and we’ve seen an
incredible increase in vehicle fast-
tracking on small and medium dam-
age repairs, especially with the use
of PDR tools to push things out
faster. It allows us to keep our re-
pairs smaller while also speeding
them up.”

In addition to offering high-qual-
ity products, Robaina Direct delivers
outstanding service to its valued
customers.

“Robaina’s knowledge and cus-
tomer service is incredible. When
we purchased the EcoRepairSys-
tem.com kits, Robaina sent a trai-
ner to our shop for three days to
train our technicians on the use of
the equipment, and once the tech-

nicians spent some time working
with the machine, they loved it,”
Loidolt recalled. “Robaina’s follow-
up and follow-through after the
sales process is great as well. Our
rep at Robaina is excellent. Any
time I reach out with a question, I
get a response within minutes.”

Loidolt said he has observed “a
definite growth in the vendor/client
relationship. I’m trying to convince
them to open a location out here.
Customer service is a huge deal,
and when you have a vendor that
takes care of you the way Robaina
Direct does, they have won my
business for life!”

Loidolt and his wife, Christine,
founded Loid’s Collision Center in
2006, but Loidolt began his career
in the collision repair industry as a
painter in 1986. 

“I was 16 years old and wrecked
my VW,” Loidolt said. “It had to be
fixed, so I convinced a restoration
shop to give me a job, and I just
stuck with it through college and af-
terwards. When the need to look for
a new job arose in 2006, my wife
encouraged me to open our busi-
ness. She has been very supportive
over the years, and our son, Chris,
now manages the front office since
he graduated college with a degree
in business.”

Since opening his shop just over
a decade ago, Loidolt has seen an
amazing amount of growth, starting
with $300,000 in sales his first year
and ending 2017 with nearly $2.2
million in sales. The increase in
business led to the decision to ex-
pand his shop, a two-year project
that is now nearing fruition with a
grand opening date planned for May

9, 2018.
Loidolt said, “We could easily

double our capacity at our new lo-
cation, and there’s a lot of room for
growth.”

As Loidolt prepares to move
into his new facility, he has also ex-
panded his ownership of equipment
from Robaina Direct. 

“We purchased seven work sta-
tions so all our technicians have the
same station,” he said. “We also
bought the WRDSpider.com tool for
cutting glass and HotboxPDR.com
products, and just two weeks ago,
I ordered two more of Robaina’s
newest steel machines for the new
shop so the techs don’t have to
wait to use it. Robaina’s newest
MWMtools.com panel repair sys-
tems are even more affordable,
which means a higher return on the
investment.

“The collision repair industry is
coming out of the ‘dark ages of back-
yard body shops,’ which requires
highly qualified technicians and spe-
cialized tooling to repair the ever-in-
creasingly technologically advanced
automobiles.

“That’s why we use Robaina’s
products. Vehicles need to be re-
paired precisely, and Robaina’s cut-
ting-edge technology speeds up
our ability to perform high-quality
repairs. Robaina’s knowledge of
what’s going on in the industry and
what we need to be successful en-
hances the value of our relation-
ship immeasurably. I would highly
recommend that other collision re-
pair centers, both independent and
OEM-certified, consider Robaina
Direct as their first choice for their
preferred equipment supplier.”

In addition to offering high-quality
products, Robaina Direct provides
the best customer service 
imaginable and has earned
Loidolt’s “business for life.”

Robaina Direct’s Eco Repair System steel and aluminum systems
have increased productivity, throughput and profitability at Loid’s
Collision Center.

Robaina Direct’s Eco Repair System
steel and aluminum systems have
increased productivity, throughput
and profitability at Loid’s Collision
Center.

by Autobody News Staff Loid’s Collision Center
Location: Albuquerque, NM
(505) 345-5643
Loidscollisioncenter.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 18

In Business Since: 2006

Number of Locations: One

Combined Production Space:
17,000 square feet

Robaina Direct LLC / robaina1.com
949-945-2163
Email: sales@robainadirect.com
online store www.robaina.direct
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Painter of High-End Cars Works Efficiently With His
23 SATA Guns

Tony Rivera is the lead painter and
paint shop foreman at Fields Colli-
sion Center, a high-end shop that
repairs some of the finest luxury
brands in the world. 

By specializing in Rolls Royce,
Bentley, Lamborghini, Land Rover,
MINI and BMW, Rivera and his
paint crew have to do an exemplary
job, without exception, to please
their astute customers.

“People who own these types of
top-tier vehicles know a lot about
them and expect only the best,”
Rivera said. “We have had cus-
tomers here who bring their own mil
specs to check out how thick the
paint is on their vehicles after we’ve
painted them. We have even had
some customers who ask us to put
their cars on a rack so that they can
inspect underneath the vehicle.
They love their cars and that’s why
we can’t ever compromise the qual-
ity of our repairs and paint jobs.” 

While the clients at Fields Colli-
sion Center are meticulous about
their cars, Rivera is just as particu-
lar about his equipment—which is
why he only uses SATA spray guns.
It’s a productive and happy rela-
tionship that has spanned more
than 12 years, he said. 

“When I moved to the paint de-
partment, a painter by the name of
Jason Phillips taught me how to
paint,” he said. “That’s when he in-
troduced me to SATA. He sold me
my first three SATA guns (base,
primer and clear). They were 15
years old at that time, but they’re
still in great shape today.” 

Since then, Rivera has been
spraying high-end cars with strictly
SATA guns, although he did exper-
iment with a few others for a brief
period of time. 

“A few years ago, I tried some
other brands just to see what’s out
there, but I sold them and now I
only use SATA guns,” he said.
“Once you get accustomed to a
SATA gun, it’s difficult to use an-
other type of gun.” 

Rivera began his career at the
bottom, but was able to learn a lot
about luxury cars every step of the
way, he said. 

“I started out as a detailer at a
Lamborghini dealership, detailing

the cars and taking many of them to
out-of-town car shows,” he said.
“One day, I painted my car, an old
Impala, in my car port. Even though
I didn’t know what I was doing, I
watched the painters at work and
imitated their mannerisms. I drove
the car into work the next day and
they asked me who painted it.
When I told them I did it, they were
shocked, and two months later I
was painting cars for them by my-
self.” 

Over the years, Rivera has ac-
quired new SATA guns for varied
applications, and now he owns a
grand total of 23. 

“I love the way they atomize
and the fact that their spray pattern
just works for me as a painter,” he
said. “With the other guns I’ve tried,
you have to change your technique
and slow down to accommodate
the gun, but that’s just not for me.
The amount of paint the SATA guns
spray is ideal for my style and the
type of work I’m doing.” 

At a busy shop like Fields Colli-
sion Center, Rivera has to be fast
and smart with his work, and his
SATA guns help him achieve both. 

“Sometimes we get so busy
[that] I will load up the booth with
five different bumpers that are five
different colors, and just start spray-
ing away,” he said. “With one booth
load of bumpers, I can do 30 hours
of work in just two hours. The fact
that my SATA guns will never fail
me allows me to work quickly and
keep moving.” 

Rivera is on a personal phone
call basis with the people at SATA
and values the company’s over-the-
top customer support. 

“Jason is my main guy at SATA
by Dan Am Company, and I talk to
him all the time,” he said. “If I ever
need any parts expedited, have any
technical questions or want to talk
about a new gun that I want to get
my hands on, Jason is right there.
Every time I want a new gun, I let
him know and he sends it to me
right away—the support at SATA is
the best.” 

To improve himself as a painter,
Rivera is always looking for the
newest SATA gun on the market to
add to his arsenal. 

“Their new Phaser gun is by far
the best one out there right now. In
fact I now own two of them,” he
said. “SATA is always developing
new guns and coming out with
amazing products, so I’m always
anxious to see what they’re doing
next.”

With sturdy construction and a
limited amount of moving parts,
Rivera has never had a SATA gun
fail him, and he isn’t expecting that
to change.

“If you clean them, they do the
job, and that’s what you expect from
any gun,” Rivera said. “I want tools
that can help me do a better job,
and that’s what I get from my SATA
guns. It’s a great company to work
with and that’s why I was delighted
when they asked us to be featured
in this article.”

Fields Collision Center specializes
in repairing brands such as Rolls
Royce, Bentley, Lamborghini,
Land Rover, MINI and BMW.

Tony Rivera, the lead painter/paint shop foreman at Fields Collision
Center, has been using SATA guns for the past 12 years.

Rivera is always looking for the
latest SATA gun to add to his 
collection. 

by Autobody News Staff Fields Collision Center 
Orlando 
Location: Orlando, FL
(407) 521-5882
www.collisioncenterorlando.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 22

In Business Since: 1999

Number of Locations: Two

Combined Production Space:
50,000 square feet

Dan-Am Company
One Sata Drive 
P.O. Box 46
Spring Valley, MN 55973
(800) 633-7282
www.sata.com
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Award-Winning Lexus Franchise Offers Customers “AmaZinn”
Automotive Experiences With Spanesi Equipment

Lexus of Pembroke Pines often tells
customers that it offers “AmaZINN
automotive experiences.” 

Founded in 1999 by Craig Zinn,
CEO of the Craig Zinn Automotive
Group, Lexus of Pembroke Pines is
currently the number one Lexus
franchise in the world for new vehi-
cle sales. Lexus of North Miami, an-
other one of the company’s five
dealerships in Florida, is number
two in the world. 

“One of the biggest changes we
see every year is that car manufac-
turers change the technology of the
vehicles,” said Brian Martin, direc-
tor of auto collision for Lexus of
Pembroke Pines and Lexus of North
Miami. “As the technology changes,
we must stay at pace with that as far
as training and equipment is con-
cerned.” 

The collision center first learned
about Spanesi equipment in 2016
during the SEMA show in Las Vegas,
NV. Martin had the opportunity to
meet Orazio Spanesi, the founder
of the company, and Orazio’s daugh-
ter, Cristina, the international mar-
keting manager.

“After vast research and testing
of the competition, meeting who
builds the equipment and who is
behind the company was the final
reason I chose to purchase their
equipment,” said Martin.

He arranged to have some of
the collision center’s painters fly to
Spanesi America’s headquarters in
Chicago to meet Tim Morgan, man-
aging director and chief operating
officer (COO), and see the spray
booths first-hand. 

“They were very impressed with
the filtration as well as with the airflow
coming through the paint booths,”
said Martin. “Spanesi’s products, with
the filtration and airflow, and the tech-
nology of the booth far exceeded the
spray booths we had and will prepare
us for the future.”

As a result of that meeting, the
dealership purchased four Michelan-
gelo spray booths and a heated
double prep station for Lexus Pem-
broke Pines’ collision repair facility
to replace their existing booths. All
of them are custom-designed with
oversized glass and height com-
pared to the older models they re-
placed.

He said the operation of the
booths has been “excellent” and the
painters really like using them. 

“The jobs are coming out ex-

tremely clean,” said Martin. “The en-
ergy efficiency is saving us a lot of
profit when it comes to the cost of
natural gas and electricity. We were
advised that it would be a savings,
but seeing our natural gas bill go
down is great.” 

The technicians at the Lexus of
Pembroke Pines collision center
have also found that the booths
have helped their efficiency with pro-
duction, allowing them to move ve-
hicles through the paint process
more quickly. Martin said they are
getting approximately two more cars
painted per day, per booth. 

“The filtration allows the jobs to
come out a lot cleaner without dirt in
the paint, and the efficiency of the
paint booths has certainly allowed
us to be more efficient with cycle
time,” added Martin. 

The large project required a lot of
coordination to keep production in-
terruption to a minimum. There was
also a hurricane they had to deal
with.

“Brian and the Zinn team, along
with our crew and trades, have
worked closely to keep things mov-
ing at a pace that shop production
has seen minimal slowdowns,” said
Morgan. 

In addition, when Morgan and
Martin looked at the current mainte-
nance costs and upkeep, they found
it was cheaper long-term to upgrade
to better, new, efficient equipment.

Martin said customer service has
been outstanding. The nine painters
have all been trained by Spanesi on
how to utilize the products.

“It’s very simple,” he said. “A
touchscreen operates all of the con-
trols to the paint booths. They ab-
solutely love the product.” 

When they want to check on the
maintenance of the booths, they are
able to easily dial in from anywhere

in the world and receive an update
on the systems as well as any main-
tenance issues there may be. 

The automotive group is building
a new collision center in approxi-
mately one year. 

“We’ll certainly put Spanesi as a
preferred vendor in that location,”
said Martin. 

In addition to the paint booths,
Lexus of Pembroke Pines and Lexus
of North Miami also purchased
Spanesi Multibench frame machines
and Touch Measuring System.

“They are far better than the
ones we bought in the past from the
competition,” said Martin. 

“The Bluetooth technology being
utilized with easily recognized graph-
ics allows for easier and simpler in-
spections. This is a game- changer
for us. In our blueprinting process,
we like to get a unibody measure-
ment for an accurate account of the
damages to the vehicle. It’s a lot eas-
ier set up for unibody measurements
and unibody repairs.”

This helps the facility determine
exactly what is wrong with the vehi-
cle up front in order to repair it to
pre-loss condition. The collision cen-
ter is certified by Lexus, Honda,
Acura, Nissan, Hyundai, Chrysler,
Fiat, Kia and Infinity. 

“The manufacturers understand
there are certain equipment require-
ments that are necessary to be part
of these programs, and the Spanesi
equipment certainly meets the crite-
ria of those manufacturers,” Martin
said.

He said the team has been
very involved with the purchase of
Spanesi equipment, which has ele-
vated morale in the shop.

“We’re here to provide good
quality equipment for our customers
and Spanesi is helping us do that,”
said Martin.

Prior to installing one of the 
custom double prep stations at
Lexus of Pembroke Pines.

Spanesi’s frame machines and technology enable the collision center
to determine what is wrong with the vehicle and repair it to pre-loss 
condition.

Brian Martin, director of auto 
collision for Lexus of Pembroke
Pines, shown with one of the 
custom double prep stations at
the collision center.

by Autobody News Staff Lexus of Pembroke Pines
Location: Pembroke Pines, FL
(954) 520-7747
www.lexusofpembrokepines.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 110

In Business Since: 1999

Number of Locations: Three

DRP Programs: One

Combined Production Space:
31,000 sf - Lexus of Pembroke
50,000 sf - Lexus of North Miami

Spanesi Americas
(224) SPANESI (224-772-6374)
sales@spanesi-americas.com 
www.spanesi.com
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Mike’s Auto Body in FL Offers ‘Old-Fashioned Service
With Today’s Technology’ From Spanesi

John Gannon often tells customers
that Mike’s Auto Body and Repair
offers “old-fashioned service with
today’s technology.” Part of that
technology includes the Spanesi
equipment he has added to his
growing business over the last two
years.

The body shop owner and his
wife, Elizabeth, purchased Mike’s
Auto Body in 1999. Back then, it was
a small facility in Spring Hill, FL, with
just a few employees. The Gannons
expanded the business and a sec-
ond building was constructed on the
original property in 2007. The colli-
sion center is in one building and the
other houses the company’s service
and mechanical department.

The team opened its second
location in Brooksville in Novem-
ber 2017. The modern facility in-
cludes the latest in tools, systems
and products, featuring those from
Spanesi.

“We’re excited about building the
shop from the ground up that had all
of the Spanesi equipment lines,” said
John.

As one of the largest independ-
ent body shops serving Hernando
and Pasco Counties, Mike’s Auto
Body focuses on repairing late model
vehicles. John said they take pride in
providing quality, transparency and
integrity.

“The goal for every repair is for
customers to have a positive experi-
ence,” he said. 

Utilizing Spanesi equipment has
allowed the collision repair shop to
diagnose and repair damaged vehi-
cles according to OEM specifica-
tions quickly and effectively.

The shop learned about Spanesi
equipment in 2015. After hearing
about the benefits of the European-
designed products and conducting
some research, Gannon purchased
six 106 frame benches with univer-
sal fixtures as well as a multibench.
Since then, he has found many ad-
vantages to using the equipment. 

“I like the frame machines a lot
because you get full 360 accessibility
to any part of the car that is dam-
aged,” said John. “They’ve been fan-
tastic for us.”

In addition to improving the shop’s
cycle time, the frame machines have

helped save space. The previous
frame machines used drive-on racks,
which took up a good portion of the
floor space. The new Spanesi frame
machines offer the option of sitting
flush with the floor, so the team built
pits for the new equipment.

“I was able to spread them
throughout the shop and everyone
was able to get a little more elbow
room,” he said.

The frame machines also have a
track so a car has the option to move
forward and backward for ease of
mounting. “It’s definitely unique in the
way you can move the car in the
clamps on the tracks,” said John.

After experiencing success with
the frame machines, John bought ad-
ditional equipment, including Touch
measuring systems and aluminum
repair equipment. He said the inno-
vative products offer excellent per-
formance.

When it was time to decide what
equipment to purchase for the new
location in Brooksville, John knew
immediately that they wanted to fill
it with Spanesi equipment. When
the facility opened, it included two
Spanesi downdraft spray booths,
two downdraft prep stations, frame
machines and welders.

“The new shop has everything
from start to finish with Spanesi.
We’re pretty excited,” said John.

Regarding training and support,
he said Spanesi has been top-notch.

“Our local rep, Steve Smith,
[with] Automotive Collision Equip-
ment of Florida, is definitely a guy
who is committed,” said John. “When
he sells us products, he does every-
thing to ensure that he is around until
everyone is satisfied.”

The new spray booths will also be
beneficial in the new shop. “We paint
all of our cars in pieces as much as
we possibly can,” said John. “It tends
to fill up the booth quickly and this de-
sign is going to help with air flow.”

Using waterborne paint, you
need as much air flow as possible,
he added.

John said the shop employees
are highly trained and certified tech-
nicians. Many of the 55 employees
have been part of Mike’s Auto Body
for a long time and have come up
through the ranks. 

“We really work hard to keep our
employees,” said John. “We try to
add all of the perks that some of the
bigger shops do as well.” This in-
cludes offering health insurance, a
401K plan and providing uniforms.

“That’s very important nowadays
because there are not as many
young people joining the industry as
we would like,” he said. 

One way the shop is addressing
the shortage of employees is by part-
nering with local technical schools. “It’s
an important thing to do,” said John.
“You have to start somewhere. If these
kids aren’t going to college and they
are going to work, they should start
right away and learn a trade.”

In the meantime, John is focus-
ing on running both locations and
providing excellent service to cus-
tomers.

“We stand behind all of our work
and provide a lifetime warranty,” he
said. “We are able to offer this warranty
because we utilize the finest equip-
ment available in the collision industry,
such as the equipment from Spanesi.
We have been very impressed with
their products and support.”

Steve Roller at Mike’s Auto Body
is setting up to pull a frame on a
Spanesi 106 Universal Fixture
Bench.

Mike’s Auto Body opened their second location in Brooksville, Florida
in November of 2017. The facility features Spanesi prep areas, spray
booths and six 106 frame straightening benches.

Drawing of Spanesi booth area at
new location.

by Autobody News Staff Mike’s Auto Body and Repair
Location: Spring Hill & Brooksville, FL 
(727) 862-9474 / 352-688-0889
www.mikesautobodysh.net 

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 55

In Business Since: 1999

Number of Locations: Two

DRP Programs: Eight

Combined Production Space:
60,000 square feet

Spanesi Americas
Company Contact: Tim Morgan
(Managing Director)
tmorgan@spanesi-americas.com
(224) 772-6374
www.spanesi.com
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Wash and detail right in your shop
   Clean hard-to-reach areas and crevices.
   Naturally degrease, sani�ze and deodorize.

Increase efficiency and quality
   Prep vehicle surfaces.
   Remove compounds and grease with ease.

Chemical-free and eco-friendly
   Use just few gallons of water per car.
   No waste-water run-off.

Clean paint booths, li�s, equipment, 
furniture, floors and more.

   No waste-water run-off.

Clean paint booths, li�s, equipment, 
furniture, floors and more.

Before A"er

A� ���� �� SEMA ��� C�! W��" S"#$�!
www.steam.amwww.steam.am
844-US-STEAM

S#$%& R'(')*' G')'+,/#+ 0#+ U)&'+ $8K!
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Car Deets Creates Winter Market for Car Detailing
With Steamericas’ Optima Steamer™

With all the snow and salt on Alaska
streets, vehicle paint is absolutely
brutalized by road conditions in the
northernmost state, especially dur-
ing winter and break-up.

The frigid weather had always
prevented detailers from serving
customers throughout those months
—until Jim Beach of Car Deets
changed that in 2013, creating a
brand new local market demand in
the off-season.

“Before us, other detailers closed
during the winter months because it
was just too difficult, but we found the
solution: the Optima Steamer DMF,
manufactured by Steamericas,” Beach
said.

With the Optima Steamer, Car
Deets employees can completely
wash the interior and exterior of a ve-
hicle with just seven gallons of water,
despite the extreme weather condi-
tions found in Alaska. It accesses
hard-to-reach places with the prod-
uct’s steam and also sanitizes the
vehicle. In most climates, the Optima
Steamer only requires two to three
gallons of water to clean the entire
vehicle, and in drier climates, a com-
plete detail job can be accomplished
with less than two gallons of water.

“Alaskans spend an above-aver-
age amount of time in their vehicles
since everything is so far apart, and
germs are problematic, but the Op-
tima can sanitize the car’s inside bet-
ter than any cleaner available, killing
99.9 percent of germs,” Beach said.
“We end up with a cleaner  [and] bet-
ter product for the end user, and we
even use less water to do it!”

Car Deets was founded as an
effort to hire and train homeless
youth. It employed 175 teens and
young adults between 2013 and
2015 and taught them job skills be-
fore they transitioned to other jobs.
The creation of a detailing market
was a by-product of Beach’s philan-
thropy. Now, Car Deets supports
other programs for youth, such as
My House, which provides housing
and guidance for homeless teens.

Beach purchased an Optima
Steamer just two months after open-
ing his business’s doors. As the
company expanded to include two
more locations, he purchased an ad-
ditional steamer.

“Alaska has the worst economy,

crime rate and unemployment rate
in the country, so we’ve been very
blessed to expand over the past
few years,” he said. “Steamericas’
Optima Steamer revolutionized our
business and was a huge factor in
our success.”

In 2013, Beach learned about
the Optima when it was featured on
“Jay Leno’s Garage.” Intrigued, he
researched the product and made
the investment that changed the
course of his business. 

“My team and I absolutely love
Steamericas’ Optima Steamer. In ad-
dition to reducing the use and cost of
harsh soaps and chemicals to almost
nil, it reduces labor costs while si-
multaneously increasing production,”
Beach shared. “We can easily clean
a vehicle with the Optima Steamer in
half the time it would take us to do an
inferior detailing job using cleaners
with harsh chemicals that hurt the
environment. The efficiency of deal-
ing with steam allows us to double
our output, so we detail more vehi-
cles with less manpower while re-
ducing our carbon footprint.

“Steamericas uses ‘dry’ vapor
steam technology in the Optima,
and it’s amazing. Besides detailing
everything internal and external, it
removes pinstripes, decals and vinyl
wraps—it lifts all kinds of adhesives
without damaging the vehicle’s paint.
It also cleans engine compartments.
It comes with lots of attachments that
allow the steam to reach small, diffi-
cult places. Engine cleaning is one of
Car Deets’ signature services, and I
can’t imagine how we’d accomplish
it without the Optima Steamer.”

Steamericas has provided Car
Deets with many helpful videos and
unlimited phone support due to the
company’s distance. 

“They don’t have any distribu-
tors in Alaska, but their customer
service department is phenomenal,”
Beach said. “When we’ve needed
something, they’ve actually gone to
the factory for us and developed
workarounds for our climate. We’re
just a small mom-and-pop shop, but
they treat us like we’re their biggest,
best customer. If a company models
its customer support after Steamer-
icas’ team, they’ll have done an out-
standing job.”

Ten employees work in the
three Car Deets facilities located in
Palmer, Anchorage and Fairbanks.
They offer detailing, windshield chip
repair, paint correction and paint
protection. They serviced the needs
of 3,400 customers in 2017.

According to Beach, “My guys
would pick the Optima Steamer over
all our other equipment. If they had
to detail a vehicle using only a rag
and one tool, they would choose the
Optima every single time. It makes
everything quicker and easier, and it
can be used to clean and sanitize
everything from upholstery to engine
compartments.”

At SEMA, Beach introduced a
couple to the Steamericas booth,
and in February, he flew to Michi-
gan to train a collision repair facil-
ity on using the Optima Steamer
and maximizing everything it does. 

“I can’t express how much I be-
lieve in this product. It’s a total game-
changer,” he said.

Engine cleaning is one of Car
Deets’ signature services, made
possible by the small attachments
and the effectiveness of cleaning
with steam.

Car Deets in Alaska created a detailing market where none had
previously existed during the winter with the use of Steamericas’
Optima Steamer.

The Optima Steamer cleans the
exterior and the interior of a
vehicle with seven gallons of
water.

by Autobody News Staff Car Deets
Location: Palmer, Anchorage and
Fairbanks, AK
(907) 229-2860
cardeetsak.com

Company At A Glance...

Type: Detail Shop

Facility Employees: 10

In Business Since: 2013

Number of Locations: Three

Combined Production Space:
8,500 square feet

Steamericas
Company Contact: Yujin Yoo Anderson
(310) 327-8900
www.steam.am
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Martin’s Collision Center Acquires USI America Booth,
Now Reaping Benefits

Rich Lendino is the head painter at
Martin’s Collision Center in Sanford,
FL. The company also owns and
operates its sister location, Sanford
Body & Paint.

In many ways, Lendino was
born to be a painter and knew early
on it was the right path for him to
take.

“I painted my first car, a Ford Es-
cort, when I was 13 years old, and
after that I was hooked,” he said. “My
dad was an insurance adjuster in
New York, where I’m originally from,
and we spent a lot of time together
out on the road visiting shops. I
started working at a shop as a clean-
up guy, and then one day a painter
didn’t show up for work, so I got my
chance. They had me doing cut-ins,
and then after a few weeks they stuck
me in the booth and said, ‘Go at it.’ I
haven’t stopped painting since.”

When Lendino started in the in-
dustry 23 years ago, there were a
lot of veteran painters out there, but
now many of them have retired and
there aren’t enough new people to
fill the void, he said.

“If you’re a young person and
want a great career, this can be it,
because you can make good money
and a decent painter will always be
employable,” he said. “We have
people here who started out as driv-
ers and preppers, and now they’re
painters. My advice is to develop an
eye for detail; stick with it and be
passionate about whatever you’re
doing and you will succeed. Get the
training from the old school guys the
way I did. You can spend hours and
hours in a classroom, but the best
way to learn is by doing it yourself in
the booth with a good teacher. That’s
why I’m a huge believer in hands-on
training.”

Lendino played an integral role
in finding his company’s new booth
when their former booth was ready
to retire.

“When I first got here, we had a
few older booths, but the owner,
Dave, told me that we were going to
be getting new booths within two
years,” he said. “Sure enough, about
two years later, he asked me to start
calling booth companies and talk to
all of the manufacturers.

“We met with the reps and went
to local shops to see each booth in
action. USI North America has a
great reputation for making the ulti-
mate spray booth. We were imme-
diately impressed by their durability
and construction, not to mention all
of their high-tech features.”

At a shop that fixes more than
150 vehicles every month, Lendino
needed more than just one booth. He
needed a system, and USI helped
him fulfill all of his specific needs,
Lendino said.

“USI allowed me to set up the
booths the way I wanted them, in-
cluding the lighting packages and
several other features that are ideal
for our production process,” he
said. “One of our USI booths is a
Chronotech (14’ x 30’), so I can fit
dualies and larger trucks in there
with an upgraded lighting package,
including corner lights. My other
booth is a double booth (26’ x 27’),
where we can do even larger jobs.
We have a curtain in the double
booth, which means that we’re
never limited by space, because we
can paint three cars at the same
time if we’re really busy.”

USI North America’s EPS Sys-
tem is saving Lendino a lot of time,
which is quite important to any high-
production shop, he said.

“Per vehicle, we’re saving roughly
25 minutes every cycle, which is def-
initely significant,” he said. “Essen-
tially, you enter the job’s parameters

in the system and it tells you the best
way to paint the car.”

In Florida, one of the most humid
states in the country, a booth’s air-
flow is vital, especially for a shop that
sprays a waterborne product.

“I hate those standup blowers
and I’m so happy that we don’t ever
need them with our USI booths,”
Lendino said. “A lot of other booth
manufacturers want all these fans
and blowers all around, and all they
do is really just spread dust through-
out the booth. The great thing about
these booths is that they accelerate
the cure cycle and it cures the paint
through proper airflow, which is all
you need with water. It allows me to
get the cars in and out of the booth
faster and I never have to worry
about whether they’re dry or not. It’s
not even an issue.”

Backed by strong support and
customer service from USI North
America, Lendino knows that when he
encounters any issues, he will get
prompt and precise answers every
time.

“Chris is our technical guy and he
has the ability to diagnose any prob-
lem remotely, which is a big deal,”
Lendino said. “He can get into our sys-
tem and diagnose the situation without
having to come here. He can guide me
through things, educate us and get us
back up and running right away. If
there’s an issue that we can’t solve that
way, they send me the parts the next
day and we never miss a beat.”

Martin’s Collision Center is
well-known for high-quality
work, which is why it chose
USI America for its spray booths.

Lendino (left) and owner Dave Martin went all-in with USI America by
purchasing a custom booth system designed to their specifications.

Head painter Rich Lendino at
Martin’s Collision Center uses
USI America’s EPS system to
save at least 25 minutes per
paint cycle.

by Autobody News Staff Martin’s Collision Center
Location: Sanford, FL
(407) 323-7075

Company At A Glance...

Type: Collision Repair

Facility Employees: 20

In Business Since: 2001

Number of Locations: Two

Combined Production Space:
20,000 square feet (combined)

USI of North America
Company Contact: Stefano Moretto
s.moretto@usius.com
(201) 405-7760
www.usius.com
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